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This thesis is divided into three parts: Chapter I, Chapter II, and the Appendices; each of these parts fulfills different purposes. Chapter I concerns itself with Abe Kōbō's life and working environment. Although the argument that a man's life and his works should be kept separate, may be valid when we examine the works of an author of our own cultural-linguistic environment, such an examination of style, devoid of human experience would be meaningless when applied to the works of a man who is little known and whose culture still remains to be studied by most North Americans. This thesis, therefore, examines both the man and his works. Furthermore, Japanese critics, as can be seen in the first part of Chapter I, would never consider separating the author's personality from his literary creations.

Chapter I comes to the conclusion that a connection does exist between Abe and his heroes, albeit a much more subtle one than the typical one-to-one, author-hero relationship of Japanese confessional literature.

Chapter II is an examination of seven of Abe's stories, four of which, "Oshimusume" [The Deaf Girl, 1949], "Inu" [The Dog, 1954], "Yume no heishi" [The Dream Soldier, 1957] and "Toki no gake" [The Cliff of Time, 1964], are translated and appended at the back of this thesis. Two of the remaining three, "Akai mayu" (Red Cocoon 1950, trans. John Nathan 1966), and "Dendorokakariya" (Dendroacalia 1949,
trans. M. Jelinkova 1965), are available in English, though the remaining one "Kabe—S. Karuma shi no hanzai" [The Wall, The Crime of S. Karuma Esq., 1951], an extremely long short story remains to be translated. These three works represent not only stepping stones in Abe's career, they also testify to the painstaking experimentation in which Abe was engaged before abandoning the surrealist style of his early years.

In the second part of Chapter II, the four translations mentioned above are examined in chronological order and are analyzed in detail to show Abe's change in style at about the time he wrote "Yume no heishi." Some facts concerning Abe's politics are also explained. Appendix I and II contain the four short stories in chronological order: first the translations and then the originals. Appendix III is a list of Abe's original works, in order of publication.

The corpus of this thesis, four translations, three stories in the original, several novels in translation, as well as the works of criticism consulted, should provide the basis for some tentative conclusions. First, Abe's style is not confessional, but descriptive and explanatory. Second, Abe abandoned the politically directed surrealism of his early days for a more subtle, documentary style. Third, Abe's heroes struggle with outside forces against which they are powerless; their defeat is intended to prove some failing present in all of us.

It is hoped that the materials introduced, and the conclusions
arrived at in this thesis will help to form the basis for more detailed research.
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CHAPTER I

The introduction of Abe Kōbō's works to a wider audience, presents a number of problems. First of all, despite the world-wide critical acclaim which his *Suna no onna* (The Woman in the Dunes, trans., E. Dale Saunders, 1962) received, little is known about Abe outside Japan. Second, the information regarding Abe's life and works that is available in Japanese, is written by critics whose concerns differ considerably from those of critics in North America.

In order to deal with the first unknown, the author's life and environment, I have sketched a short biography of Abe, trying to show which events in his life have influenced aspects of his literature. The problem of differing critical vantage points is much more difficult to deal with. It is impossible to sum up, in a few words, the critical concerns of the Japanese reading public, to say nothing of the criticism which emanates from the *bundan* , Japan's literary world. It is the differences that make themselves most apparent. An almost exclusive concern with the life and personality of the author, at the expense of more objective information concerning techniques of plot, description, and characterization, is one quality which might perplex many foreign critics.

However, it would be useful to keep in mind the fact that literature in Japan is a popular pastime, readily accessible to people
on the street. Magazines such as the Bungei Shunju 文艺春秋, Chūō Kōron 中央公論, Bunpakkai 文学会, Bungei 文艺, Shinchō 新潮, Hihyo 批評, and Ushio 朝, not to mention the monthly anthologies of taishū 大衆, or popular works, are all for sale in bookstores and sometimes even in railway stations. It is in the above-mentioned magazines that the literature of modern Japan thrives; it is also in their pages that the questions of literary interpretation are debated. Literary criticism in North America is the occupation of professional scholars, not a popular pastime practiced by men of letters.  

Perhaps it is their close proximity to an attentive readership that has made Japanese critics concern themselves with describing the person as well as the works of authors. From the point of view of objective criteria, bundan critics are a breed apart from the scientific critics of North American universities. Although the university critics display perhaps too great a desire to establish elusive objective criteria—Northrop Frye mentions in the preface to his Anatomy of Criticism that there is a Ph.D. dissertation which is devoted to measuring percentages of gloom in the novels of Thomas Hardy—Japanese critics on the other hand seem to spend an inordinately large amount of their time listing "influences" and "isms" which they are not at all eager to define. In one short four-page article in his Muchi to koma, Haniya Yutaka 植谷雄高 attributes Abe's genius to the influence of no less than nine other writers including Kafka, Rilke, Shiina Rinzō 島倉麟三, Hanada Kiyoteru 花田清輝 and Haniya himself.
Bundan critics rarely write about a work with the intent of interpreting its meaning to readers; rather, they use a given work as a springboard for their own subjective extemporizations. Etō Jun 江藤淳, in an article entitled "Modern Japanese Literary Criticism," divides the critical art into two spheres: creative popular criticism and academic criticism. Naturally, he favours the former type:

I personally do not take sides with the idea that literary criticism is, or should be, a kind of science, an idea generally accepted by academic critics... However, I am interested in the idea that literary criticism can be a creative art, a genre of literature relying far more heavily on the art and personality of the critic than on abstract theory.4

Unfortunately, bundan criticism can often rely far more on the personality of the critic than on the character of the work in question. Very often criticism tends to degenerate to personal reminiscences of the critic and come to have very little connection with the literary skills or personal message of the author. Honda Shūgo 本多秋五 takes up at least a quarter of his article on Abe describing how Abe grew a beard at about the time he went to Czechoslovakia in 1956, or that his father was a doctor and so was some other young author's father, or how Abe distributed a drug to guests at a party and that the drug did not take effect. This kind of celebration of the man is not at all limited to literary memoirs such as those of Honda and Haniya. It would appear that there is altogether a greater emphasis on the author as a man in Japan than in North America. Isoda Kōichi


Bungakkai, introduces his article by describing Abe's unorthodox appearance at a meeting of writers. Abe wore shorts and a short-sleeved shirt, while the others, mostly I-novelists, came in grey suits. Isoda comes to the conclusion that the I-novelists made a distinction between their images as people and as characters in their books, while with Abe there was no such contradiction. The implication, quite obviously, is that Abe is more sincere than the I-novelists who only claim to write sincere books. But then, an author's sincerity is purely a bundan concern; no North American professor of English would spend too much time on such a vague and seemingly naive issue. There are, however, very good historical reasons for the evolution of this exclusively Japanese critical attitude. Brett de Bary sums up the reasons as follows:

Perhaps the roots of this concern can be traced to the foundations laid by Tsubouchi Shøyō's Shōsetsu Shinzui (Essence of the novel) in 1885. For despite Tsubouchi's insistence that it was the aesthetic beauty of a novel which justified its existence, he included as basic criteria the plot. This emphasis on realism, which the early Meiji novel had learned from its European models, was in the Japanese case never fully dissociated from certain moral qualities of the book's creator—his personal sincerity and the "truth" of the tale told.

This equation of artistic realism with personal honesty has not only resulted in the perversion of realism to confessionalism, i.e. suffering in order to write about it, but also in the elevation of the author's personality to a level at least on a par with his works. Seen in this
light, the personality and works of Abe Kōbō are considerably at odds with his literary environment. He writes no I-novels, there is not a trace of confessionalism in his works, and, in comparison with his fellow authors, he makes few remarks in public about his role as author, or intellectual. Unlike Ōe Kenzaburō 大江健三郎, Abe makes no statements about being a spokesman for his generation, neither does he indulge in the personal glorification that Mishima Yukio 三島由紀夫 was famous for.

As for the "isms," such as "surrealism," a trend which is never defined by a single critic, these would suffer from any definition. Eto Jun's paraphrasing of Yokomitsu Riichi's 橫光利一 Neo-sensationist manifesto (Shin kankaku-ron 新感覚論), should offer sufficient proof that the Japanese fascination with "isms" is part of the larger fascination with western concepts in general. "[It is] a synthesis of dadaisme, cubisme, expressionismus, futurismo, symbolisme and 'a part of' realism":

Japanese critics have not abandoned this practice of filling their articles with foreign concepts. Iijima Kōichi 飯島耕一 writes in an article on Abe, "As he [Abe], himself has said, 'From existentialism, I moved to surrealism, and then from there to communism.'"

The frustrating aspect of this listing of recipes is that the critic never goes into any more detail than just the above sort of naming of parts.

Of course, one could easily devote a whole book to a portrait of the Japanese literary world. In fact it would be a very useful topic
for further investigation, because at the moment one can rely only on the frustrations of other students of Japanese literature when they encounter the treacherously vague, seemingly empty criticism that emanates from the bundan.

Finally, it would appear that the Japanese enjoyment of the personality of the author is what stands in the way of much systematic criticism. The above quote from Iijima's article is evidence that it is automatically assumed that the author's own comments about his life and works have a peculiar authority. In North America, authors are considered somewhat poor critics of their own works. They are regarded as simply the media for their creations. For all these above reasons, this essay has relied very little on bundan sources for its appraisal of the author's works. There is enough source material, in fact there is even too much, on Abe's life, but then the biographical information is often present at the expense of more detailed analyses of such criteria as characterization, plot, symbolism, and concrete comparison with other representatives of a particular genre. Kazuya Sakai, while lamenting the dearth of critical analyses of Abe's works, mentions the tendency of writers with an international reputation of being misrepresented by the press and the powerful publishing houses. 9

But then, after all, in Japan authors are accorded treatment which is reserved only for movie stars elsewhere. Donald Keene sums up the life of the Japanese author in the following manner:
He is followed in the streets by autograph hunters, his face is on magazine covers, his every activity is reported widely in the press. His rewards are correspondingly heroic: in 1956 for example, four novelists enjoyed higher incomes than any movie actor, entertainer or professional athlete, and novelists have frequently since the war led the entire country in income.

While public concern is not restricted to the novelist's personality alone (cf. note no. 25), the information above, should be sufficient evidence for the argument that Japanese critics, and presumably the reading public as well, display a greater interest in the life of an author than people elsewhere. Such a desire to know the background of the man with whom one is dealing, is reflected in other aspects of Japanese daily life. The exchange of extremely detailed calling cards, is a custom practiced even by university students. Having to prepare curriculum vitae when applying for any position, including janitor, or salesgirl, also testifies to the above cultural trait.

The following short biography of Abe is written to introduce both the man and his works. While much purely personal information has been left out, where possible, relationships between the author's experiences and his literary creations have been pointed out. Although, due to the necessarily small number of works examined, the relationships presented are in the manner of possibilities as opposed to indisputable facts.

Abe was born in Tokyo in 1924. His father, a medical doctor, was working for the Manchurian School of Medicine in Mukden, and Kimifusa (cf. note no. 1), was born while his father was on an extended
research assignment in Tokyo. The assignment over, the family moved back to Mukden. Abe was only one year old at this time, but he was to be brought up in Manchuria until the age of sixteen. From then on he would hover back and forth from Tokyo to Mukden, finally settling in Japan after the war.

The result of this constant moving around was to make Abe aware of the problem of the kokyo or home-town. To the Japanese, the furusato, a more sentimental reference to home-town—is the object of much nostalgia. The population of Tokyo temporarily drops each New Year, when Tokyoites crowd trains to return to their furusato. It is impossible to say just how many people return, but it is evident that the home-town does occupy an important place in the spiritual lives of Japanese. The fact that there is even a special word in Japanese, satogaeri, to describe returning to the village to visit friends and family, or graves of relatives, also indicates the importance of the home-town in Japan.

To Abe, the concept of the home-town is meaningless. He makes this clear in an abbreviated chronology or nempu, which I quote in its entirety:

I was born in Tokyo, and brought up in Manchuria. The place of family origin on my papers, however, is in Hokkaido, and I have lived there too for a few years. In short, my place of birth, the place where I was brought up, and my place of family origin, are three absolutely different places. Thanks to this fact, it is a difficult matter for me to write even an abbreviated
list of important dates in my life. Essentially, I am a man with no home-town. That is one thing I can say. And the feeling of home-town phobia which flows at the base of my emotions, may be attributable to such a background. I am put off by anything which is valued only because it is stationary.11

One critic quotes Abe making a similar remark but coming to a slightly different conclusion:

Perhaps it was because all these places, my place of family origin, of birth, and of upbringing, were all different that in later life I have become reluctant to talk about my past. What am I supposed to answer if someone asks where I'm from? (Perhaps it is just such a background that has made me shy away from I-novels.)12

In fact, Abe never wrote what could be considered an I-novel in the tradition of pseudo-realistic confessional novels. Although his first novel, Owarishi michi no shirube ni 終り道の標へに [The Road Sign at the End of the Street, 1947], was confessional in intent, Abe himself hardly considers the work as worthy of the name, novel. In fact none of Abe's early works had much in common with previous Japanese literature, let alone I-novels. In one sense though, Abe was incorrect about himself because many of his novels deal with homelessness, alienation, poverty, and lack of belonging to home-town groups, problems which are paralleled by Abe's own personal experiences.

Abe claims to have read a collection of world literature when he was still in middle school—equivalent to junior and early senior high school. He was very much impressed by the stories of Edgar Allan
Poe, an author to whom he has been likened on point of style by many critics. He claims also to have been active as a critic in literary discussions in noon hour debates with his friends but despite the deep literary interest that such precocious behaviour might imply, Haniya Yutaka, the novelist and critic who was to help Abe publish his first work, was surprised at just how little Abe knew about literature when he met the young writer some ten years later:

This novelist who used existentialist terms so freely, except for having read Nietzsche and Heidegger, knew nothing about European literature other than what he may have gleaned through a fragmentary reading of two or three authors. When it came to Japanese literature, he had read absolutely nothing.13

Abe was probably not as interested in literature as he claims to have been. All his other hobbies, such as insect collecting, geometry and drawing designs, were indicative of a scientific bent, but his interest in insect collecting was to stand him in good stead in *Suna no onna*. The hero of that novel is an insect collector who finds a sort of purpose in life by hoping to have his name attached to a heretofore unknown insect.

Abe also exploited his knowledge of mathematics in an earlier novelette, *Baberu no to no tanuki* [The Badger of the Tower of Babel, 1951], in which the hero of the story, a poet and amateur mathematician, solves equations for pleasure. Abe did not do well in foreign languages; someone interested in a literary career might have
been expected to do better.

In 1940 Abe went to Tokyo to attend Seijō kōtōgakkō 成城高等学校, a well-known college. He maintains, he did not join in school activities and preferred to read instead. In the same year he took ill and had to return to Manchuria to recuperate. While he was sick, he read Dostoyevsky.

Japan became involved in the Pacific War in the following year. Abe recalls: "While feeling an emotional revulsion against the rising tide of fascism, I also felt at once a desire to be part of the movement. I feverishly read Nietzsche, Heidegger and Jaspers." No doubt Abe had become alienated from Japan's war aims as a feeling of estrangement is always apparent in the sadly lost characters of his heroes. As the war progresses his mental state gradually deteriorates. He displayed little interest in his education both at college and medical school, and he received consistently poor marks in military training, signs of his alienation from the purposes of war-time society.

He read Kafka, but claims that his first impression was not too strong. Undoubtedly he must have re-read Kafka since that time because many of his works, notably Kabe—S. Karuma shi no hanzai 壁—S.カルマ事件 [The Wall, or the Crime of S. Karuma Esq. 1951] are definitely influenced by Kafka though Abe's critics, particularly Sasaki Kiichi 佐々木其一 try to discount any relationship between the two authors' works, maintaining that Abe's humour is essentially different from Kafka's depressing fatalism.

His interest in mathematics was not spoiled by the war. He worked at the subject assiduously, completing his third year textbook
by the end of his second year. In 1943, he entered the Faculty of Medicine of Tokyo University but was unable to take an interest in anything. He entered, "not because I really wanted to but because I could think of nothing else to do." He describes the early years of his medical training as being kūhaku, "a void." As a response to this condition, he began reading Rilke's *The Book of Images*.

Around Christmas of 1944 he heard rumours that defeat was nearing. His hopes returned, and he felt that he must engage in some kind of activity. He plotted with a childhood friend who was at that time also attending school in Tokyo, to return to Manchuria by means of sick-leave papers, which Abe would forge. They left school without notifying the authorities and came under kempei, or secret police, surveillance. Abe's experiences at the Korean port where they landed were to become the subject of the play *Seifuku* (Uniforms 1955). His friend's father was supposed to have business connections with mounted Manchurian bandits. It was Abe's intention to join such a horde, although it is difficult to say just what could have prompted him to wish to do so. His desire certainly testifies to a search for adventure, something which is still evident in his works. But such a desire may also be taken as proof of a certain immaturity, perhaps a necessary companion to adventure, but a quality for which critics still take Abe to task. It is interesting to note that his attempt to join the bandits and his own descriptions of his war-time alienation have been deleted by Shinchō Sha, the publishers of Abe's more recently selected works.
their nempu. It would appear that the more famous Abe becomes, the less real information becomes available on him. It is ironic that Abe, whose works deal with alienation, should be alienated from his public by his publishers through this kind of censorship. But this practice is understandable if one appreciates the fact that Japanese authors are not necessarily writers of fiction. Their opinions are constantly sought on all sorts of problems quite unrelated to their profession. The publisher might feel that Abe's status as an oracle may be adversely affected if his readers knew that he wanted to pillage the Manchurian countryside as a boy.

When Abe reached Manchuria in 1945, he found it very quiet. There, the war appeared far from being over. Abe felt as if he had been tricked. He spent his restless days helping his father in his medical practice. In August the war suddenly came to an end. With the war over, Abe hoped for a world where everything was possible.21 His dream turned into a nightmare when Mukden fell into a state of total anarchy. An unfortunate event which was probably a consequence of the non-functioning of many government agencies was the outbreak of a cholera epidemic that claimed the life of Abe's father.

This period of anarchy profoundly affected Abe. While he did not immediately start writing on the spot, the experience of living under such circumstances was to make him aware not only of the infinite possibilities of human relationships but also the limitations of each individual human being. The heroes in his novels all seem to experience
trials under extreme conditions which they do not understand, and never
have a hope of understanding, yet they continue to live with their
inexplicable environments. There is certainly a parallel between Abe's
heroes and the picture of himself which he describes below. My intention
is not to show that the relationship there is an exact one, but rather
that circumstances in his own life have awakened Abe to certain conditions
of humanity which many Japanese have not been able to experience to the
same degree. The following passage is quoted by many of his critics:

During the war I was an existentialist. Then I wrote
The Road Sign at the End of the Street. The idea was
that existence precedes essence, but that theory is
somewhat self-denying. The more you try to hang on to
it the more it bounces away. It was during my post war
experiences that my existentialism first began to break
down. I was in Mukden for about a year and a half. You
see, I witnessed the complete breakdown of social stand­
ards. I lost all faith in anything constant. And I
think it did me good.... For quite a while I lived in
a condition of absolutely no police-protection. No
government, no police. Then you know, your outlook on
the world changes a bit. What's more, at the time
I didn't have any knowledge of social sciences at my
disposal. I was like a child who had been left in the
jungle. At any rate, I took on an animal-like approach
to things. I was permeated with this idea: "OK. We
can manage. Things aren't all that different, you
know."22

It is difficult to be absolutely positive about the relation­
ship between authors' lives and their works, though as has been explain­
ed, in Japanese literature, the relationship is sometimes a very close
one.

In 1946 in Manchuria, Abe was still far from his literary
career. He went into business, bottling soft drinks. He was quite successful until he got the idea of making sugar from cellulose. Eventually his enterprise failed when he tried to market soft drinks in solid, concentrated form. A Chinese landowner wanted to finance his venture, but after considering the matter carefully, Abe finally turned the man down, although it moved him emotionally to have had so much trust placed in him. Abe was only twenty-two at the time.

Having decided to repatriate, he boarded a ship at the end of the same year, but just as the boat steamed into the Japanese port, cholera was discovered on board. The ship was quarantined outside the harbour for ten days, during which time several passengers experienced nervous breakdowns. Those ten days were to serve as the background for his novel *Kemonotachi wa kokyō o mezasu* けものたちは故郷をめざす [The Beasts Aim for Home, 1957]. A translation of the above would no doubt yield valuable insights into Abe's attitude towards home, i.e., the *kokyō* of the title. In his recently translated play, *Tomodachi* 友達 (Friends, 1967, trans. by Donald Keene, 1969) and, *Suna no onna* (The Woman in the Dunes, 1962, trans. by E. Dale Saunders, 1964), his treatment of the family in the former, and the villagers in the latter, leaves little doubt in the mind of the reader that Abe regards organized society with much suspicion. That is to say, Abe considers neither the family nor the village as particularly good havens from urban alienation.

Returning to medical school in 1947, he was granted permission to re-enter a year below his classmates, but he was no more diligent than during
the war. Becoming a doctor was probably not his idea, as in Japan the oldest son usually takes the profession of his father quite automatically. Immediate postwar Japan was hardly a student's paradise, and Abe complains of suffering from malnutrition, extreme poverty, and having to make money on the black market when not living off the kindness of friends. When he finally graduated in 1948, one of his professors said, "If you promise never to become a doctor, I'll let you graduate."23

By that time Abe had already begun his literary career with the publication in 1947 of a portion of Owarishi michi no shirube ni in Kosei. His permanence on the literary scene was assured, when, in 1948, he became a member of the Yoru no kai 夜の会 [Evening Club], a group of artists and critics which included Hanada Kiyoteru 花田清輝, Haniya Yutaka, Sasaki Kiichi and Okamoto Tarō 岡本太郎. In 1950 he joined the Seiki no kai 世紀の会, [The Century Group], with Teshigahara Hiroshi 勅使河原宏, who was to direct the filmed versions of his famous novels to come. Abe himself organized the Kōjōgai bungaku sākuru 工場街文学サークル [The Factory Row Literary Circle], but by 1958 we find him in the much more artistic and less politically oriented Kiroku geijutsu no kai 記録芸術の会 [The Circle of the Documentary Arts].

It should be clear from the above biography that Abe's career as an author was not the result of a long-cherished childhood desire, rather, the culmination of circumstances later in his life: his loss of direction during the war, combined with the inspiration he received
from reading the works of Rilke and European philosophers. Unlike Kawabata Yasunari 川端康成, Tanizaki Jun'ichirō 谷崎潤郎 or Nagai Kafū 永井荷風, who diligently studied foreign literature with the intention of writing beautifully constructed works, Abe engaged in no such studies neither did he decorate his stories with any purely literary qualities. Abe's writings, especially during his early days, are primarily philosophical in intent, although it is rarely possible to reduce any of his stories to clear, logical statements. One example of Abe's philosophical style should suffice:

Apparently everything I needed to know was there. But what was I to do? Should I pretend to approve of the future and await the opportunity to proclaim the whole thing publicly? If there was any moral value in justice, I should act thus. If not, should I recognize that I myself was my future enemy and comply with dying? Perhaps I should if there was any moral value in honor. If I did not believe in the future, I should have to accept the first alternative. If I did believe in it, then I should have to recognize the second.24

The above passage is from a work Abe completed in 1959. Despite the many improvements Abe made in his style, especially in description and characterization, such lapses into abstract argument find their way into many of his later works, notably Tanin no kao 他人の顔 (The Face of Another, trans. by E. Dale Saunders, 1966), and Moetsukita chizu 焼えつきた地図 (The Ruined Map, trans. by E. Dale Saunders, 1969). It should be pointed out that Abe's heavy argumentative style has not prevented him from enjoying literary success for as Donald Keene mentions, "A surprisingly large part of the Japanese reading public will not only
suffer but even welcome novels on quite difficult subjects."

I would like to suggest that Abe's non-aesthetic, philosophical style finds its origins in this author's wartime and postwar experiences. Those hardships showed him just how little, man controlled his own destiny. The passage below is but one of many in which the hero is overcome by the power of circumstances:

Suddenly my body felt like lead, and I was overcome with a feeling of numbness; my words faltered. I felt quite as if I were looking into the limitlessness of space, gazing at the stars, the tears welling up in my eyes with the effort. It was like a balance between the finitude of thought and a sense of physical helplessness which was neither despair nor feeling.

Abe's later period is characterized by a move towards a more simple, descriptive style. This, along with other stylistic changes, will be the subject of the following chapter.
CHAPTER II

As a description of three of Abe's early works, the short stories "Dendorokakariya" (Dendrocalia, 1949, trans. by M. Jelinkova 1965) and "Akai mayu" (The Red Cocoon 1950, Eng. trans. by John Nathan 1966) and the novelette "Kabe" [The Wall, 1951], would facilitate an understanding of the four short stories appended to this thesis, they will be included as part of the corpus of this chapter. These three stories would serve to increase the scope of any examination of Abe's work. Furthermore, they far outshine the reputations of "Oshimusume" [The Deaf Girl 1949] and "Inu" [The Dog, 1954] the first two translations in this thesis. "Yume no heishi" [The Dream Soldier, 1957] and "Toki no gake" [The Cliff of Time, 1964], also translated here, are on the other hand, every bit the equals of "Akai mayu" and "Dendorokakariya." Both these later works were turned into plays: "Nihon no nisshoku" [The Eclipse of Japan, 1959] and "Toki no gake" (part two of a collection of three one-act plays "Bo ni natta otoko" [The Man Who Became a Stick, 1969], 棒になった男.

The three earlier works, "Dendorokakariya," "Akai mayu," and "Kabe," all signify stepping stones in Abe's literary career. "Dendorokakariya" represents Abe's departure from his early gropings for a style of his own. The following remarks by Honda Shūgo seem to corrob-
orate Abe's confusion prior to writing "Dendorokakariya;"

When I first read [Owarishi] in this magazine [Kosei], I thought it was something written in the style of Shiina Rinzō. For all that, though, it was a frightfully difficult work. It was the sort of work that seemed to have no beginning, and where it was going I could not tell. Talking of "Thus it is" and "symbol of existence" and "home-town," it was the sort of work from which all one could hear were the groanings of something big being born. Though I understood that behind "Thus it is" there was "Why must it be thus?" beyond that [Owarishi] was a strange and obscure work.27

There is also evidence to the effect that Abe himself considered "Dendorokakariya" his first major work. He made this fact clear in a now often quoted interview with Haryū Ichirō 金生一郎:

Haryū: Compared to those days "Akai mayu" and "Kabe" are cases in which the theoretical becomes much more concrete. Is there any one work to which you could point and say that, having written it, your course became clearer?

Abe: I'd say "Dendorokakariya." What I was trying to do at that time was to lift the veil off various phenomena. You say "theoretical." Well, I think I was engaged in a struggle to establish within myself a materialism, the sort of materialism that would take the veil off theories by confronting theories. "Kabe" was a result of that struggle.28

Simply put, "Dendorokakariya" describes how a man, Mr. Everyman, turns into the vegetable Dendroacacalia. The reader is at no time sure why Mr. Everyman (in the Japanese the name is Komon-kun, which does not quite convey the straightforwardness of the English) is turned into a vegetable, except that a sinister individual, known as K, the director
of the botanical gardens, wishes to plant him in a patch which will be kept at a constant, ideal temperature. Abe shares an affinity with Kafka for substituting Latin letters, often K, for proper names, probably to give his readers fewer facts of which they can be sure. K, for example, could mean Kafka, or Kôbô, or just K. Mr. Everyman had already felt the symptoms of his turning into a vegetable coming on even before his encounter with K, but K's presence and his eventual invitation to the botanical gardens seal Mr. Everyman’s fate.

One does not have to go outside the story to discover Abe's message. Mr. Everyman, that is, humanity, is turning itself into vegetables. The surrealistic technique of describing the detailed process of how man turns into vegetable simply emphasizes the above message:

How unusual? Mr. Everyman could feel the pull of gravity. The face of earth drew him irresistibly, as if he were glued to the ground...and so, in fact, he was. Glancing down, he was alarmed to find his feet firmly rooted and himself turned into a plant: A soft, thin form of greenish brown neither tree nor grass.

When at the end of the story K, whom Mr. Everyman refers to as Harpy, places the soon to vegetate hero in the plot, he says: "This spell was by no means your illness alone but [that] of people the world over: You cannot get rid of that Harpy so simply. We shall be unable to protect our fire unless we all join hands." This statement does seem to be an exhortation for everyone, perhaps "workers," in the world
to unite. But against what? Abe answers that question by means of a dialogue between Mr. Everyman and K, in which K addresses Mr. Everyman as Mr. Dendrocacalia, while Mr. Everyman keeps referring to K as Harpy. In brief, K labels Mr. Everyman in the manner that botanists, or insect collectors, for that matter, label flora and fauna. Such labelling represents the standardization of man in an industrialized world. That is why we must protect our "flame." Mr. Everyman's calling K "Harpy, Neptune's woman, an obscure creature with the form of a bird—..." represents the romantic attempt of man to explain away something which he does not understand, perhaps a world which he does not control, or is at least not sure of. This point of view is in conflict with K's, who confronts Mr. Everyman with, "No, Mr. Dendrocacalia. Greek mythology is rather unscientific...and harmfully useless too you know.... Have you read Timiryazev's Life of Plants?" Therefore, it is others' definition of ourselves against which we must rebel. The "flame" is the sanctity of the individual and his right to define himself in terms of any nonsense, even Greek mythology, that he may choose.

Mr. Everyman goes to the public library to look for precedents to his dilemma. A man in black (K was also dressed in black) points to the passage of Dante's Inferno where suicides are punished. Mr. Everyman is puzzled, "I may have committed suicide without knowing..." Abe, by means of this work, hopes to awake his readers to the problems of alienation through standardization, i.e. the giving up of individual quirks for the sake of physical comfort and a feeling of security, just
as Mr. Everyman turned into a Dendrocacalia and gave up his idea of
Greek mythology for K's scientific interpretation of his world. Now
Mr. Everyman is "in the Botanical Garden. There every precaution is
taken to make the climate that of Hahashima. It's a paradise in a
way, you'll see. As well as being under special government protection
care is taken that no harm can possibly come to you."34 By this Abe
means to say that modern man commits a sort of suicide by his drive for
security. By insuring against every uncertainty, we simply perpetuate
the boredom of everyday existence. Hence we are no better than vegetables.

"Akai mayu" bears some resemblance to "Dendorokakariya." The
beggar-hero of this story turns into a cocoon after being unable to find
a house of his own. Here we begin to find a pattern that emerges in
many of Abe's early stories, namely one of metamorphosis, or a change
of form. Mr. Everyman turns into a vegetable, the beggar into a cocoon,
and in the short story "Inu," the artist-hero's wife and her dog change
identities. "Akai mayu" also shares a political concern with "Dendo­
kakariya." The latter story contains an exhortation to join hands,
while the former talks of a poor man who wanders between walls, i.e.
between other people's property: "I slowly walk the narrow crack divid­
ing house from house and wonder—wonder—wonder how there can be so many
and none, not one, for me."35 The narrow crack dividing house from
house is the only place which does not belong to somebody. Walls keep
people in or out of every other area, and it is these walls that have
fascinated Abe, as symbols of false security.
In "Akai mayu" Abe tries rationally to pursue the irrationality of poverty. The beggar says, "besides, I haven't found a convincing reason why there is no house for me." The beggar discovers though, that there is no logic to ownership. He asks a housewife to explain why her house is hers, and not his as well. The result, "No answer, and the woman's face becomes a wall and seals the window off. So this is the reality that lurks behind the smile on a woman's face. A wall! This same transfiguration always gives substance to that weird logic where something can't be mine because it belongs to someone else."

In the above passage we see the single most important, constantly recurring symbol in Abe's works: the wall. If the reality that lurks behind a woman's face is a wall, then that wall is not really a physical, but a mental one. Perhaps we can see the physical walls of her house as being extensions of that mental concept. The last two lines of "Kabe" serve to confirm such a theory: "A plain that extends as far as the eye can see. In its middle stand I, a wall that grows ceaselessly, silently." Abe maintains that we each have such a wall within ourselves. The mayor in "Yume no heishi" laments that his town is not like those in China; it is not surrounded by walls. In fact, however, villagers, who fail to understand an old policeman who has corrupted himself in order to be able to belong to the village, are a more secure wall than any made of clay.

So far we have seen the following three special characteristics in Abe's works: 1) metamorphosis described in surrealistic fashion;
2) use of symbols e.g. the wall; and 3) the pursuit of certain social inconsistencies to their logical conclusions.

Abe's conclusions are, of course, rarely logical except within the context of his stories. Men do not turn into vegetables or cocoons or walls. In order to appreciate Abe's stories we have to share with Abe his conviction that unless men develop themselves into independent personalities, this is exactly the fate that awaits them. Abe is not saying that we must learn how to communicate so that we may combat alienation; rather he asks what communication there can exist between alienated vegetables. Abe says it specifically in a conversation with Sasaki Kiichi:

Abe: When people speak of "human relations," etc., they are advocating the restoration of Man, a proposition that virtually no one questions. Man is alienated because of the complexity of society. To restore Man, one has to restore the human connection; that is what they are saying. In my opinion that is a negative way of thinking.

Sasaki: Alienation in Japan has always been thought of in a negative sense. However, because without alienation there can be no progress, I am of the opinion that it will be necessary to look at the problem of alienation in a positive way.39

The above statements are not only indicative of a cosmopolitan concern with alienation, a problem of industrial societies, they are also peculiarly Japanese in that people in Japan experience standardization to a much greater degree than do the citizens of other industrialized countries.
The above three points indicate the existence in Abe's works of some stylistic parallels to the novels of Franz Kafka. The description of a bizarre physical change in order to intensify an already existing mental reality was introduced by Kafka in "The Metamorphosis," possibly his greatest work. Gregor Samsa, a clerk, wakes up one morning to find that he has turned into a bug. The beginning of "Kabe" bears a striking similarity to this plot. When Abe's hero, also a clerk, wakes up in the morning, he feels a strange emptiness in his chest. Later on he discovers that his identity has been stolen by his calling card, which now goes to work instead of him, pets his secretary for him, and incites his clothes, shoes, and other belongings to rebel against him, i.e. to refuse to define his social standing. As if this was not enough, the doctor he sees concerning the hollowness in his chest pushes him out of the window of his clinic. The hero then wanders towards the city zoo, where he is arrested without reason and tried for absorbing a camel in his eye. It would be unfair to say that "Kabe" and "The Metamorphosis" are parallel in every detail. Certainly it would be unfair to Kafka, for, while Abe did win the 1951 Akutagawa Prize for "Kabe" (he had previously won another prize for "Akai mayu"), his story does not have the unity of form, or the dramatic intensity that Kafka's work has. "Kabe" is still very much an experimental work, and one feels that Abe allowed his imagination to roam just so as to adhere to surrealistic form. The similarity of openings and the sudden change from normal to extreme, however, cannot be overlooked.
There is one more point at which the two works converge. The hero of "Kabe" absorbs a picture of the barren Spanish plains into his chest while waiting for the doctor to examine his complaint of feeling hollow. After being thrown out of the doctor's office, the hero absorbs a camel because a camel is a dry-weather animal. This above sequence of images can be taken as a not particularly clever way of showing that the hero is alienated, i.e. his chest is empty and he is attracted towards phenomena, plains, camels, as well as lions and walls, which give concrete form to his empty spiritual condition.

This technique is paralleled by Gregor Samsa's, or rather the bug's, clinging to a picture of a woman when his sister tries to drag out all the furniture that Gregor used while he still looked human. Kafka says:

> Did he really want his warm room, so comfortably fitted with old family furniture, to be turned into a naked den in which he would certainly be able to crawl unhampered in all directions but at the price of shedding simultaneously all recollection of his human background?...then on the wall opposite, which was already otherwise cleared, he was struck by the picture of the lady muffled in so much fur and quickly crawled up to it and pressed himself to the glass, which was a good surface to hold on to and comforted his hot belly. This picture at least, which was entirely hidden beneath him, was going to be removed by nobody.  

In clinging to the picture, Samsa reaches out for something human, while "Kabe"s hero attracts the objects which best describe his already dehumanized condition. The technique, whether it be symbolism, imagism,
surrealism or whatever, is similar in both stories. Its purpose is to show the emptiness, the loneliness in the heart of modern man. Both stories are in fact about losses of identity, "The Metamorphosis" to a bug, and "Kabe" to a calling card.

In another sense, Gregor Samsa's turning into a bug points to his always having been a bug, in fact, even to his desire to be treated as a bug—just as S. Karuma's loss of identity to his calling card point to the unhappy reality that he has always been nothing more than his calling card. The wall that grows within his chest, in the middle of that plain, is physical testimony to a mental reality. The same thing can be said about Komon-kun in "Dendorokakariya."

It is exactly in this wall image that the second parallel between Kafka and Abe lies. Albert Camus analyzes Kafka's *The Castle* this way: "The great hope of K is to get the Castle to adopt him. Unable to achieve this alone, his whole effort is to deserve this favor by becoming an inhabitant of the village, by losing his status as a foreigner that everyone makes him feel. What he wants is an occupation, a home, the life of a healthy, normal man." In essence the desires of K and those of the policeman in "Yume no heishi" are identical. "If I were to retire," the policeman daydreams, "I wouldn't have to run for my life, like other resident officers. I could even settle down and stay here. Maybe I could get together with a widow that's got some land and pass my last days in peace." (p.80) Both Kafka's castle and Abe's village are impenetrable. Perhaps Abe was
even quite consciously thinking of Kafka's novel when he put the following words in the village mayor's mouth: "In China...no matter where you go, they got castle walls separating one village from another." (p.85)

The third parallel, that of taking inconsistencies to their logical conclusions, each author achieves, as Abe has said, in order "to lift the veil off various phenomena," (cf. p.20). In Kafka's case, he wishes to show his readers the uselessness of blind faith, be that in a God, a father figure, a policeman, or anything beyond man himself. In this sense, both Kafka and Abe place the responsibility of explaining the universe on man's own shoulders. Readers constantly complain of Kafka's oppressive pessimism, but this is only true as long as we are "completely tied to our shortsighted sensual need for meaning."42 If we care to interpret Kafka's work in a more detached fashion, i.e. not hoping to escape from ourselves through a complete identification with the hero, but rather to confront a new and perhaps frightening aspect of ourselves, we can see that Kafka is actually liberating us from our enslaving habits of belief.

Abe achieves a similar end in "Kabe" (as well as in the previous stories mentioned above) when he makes Mr. Karuma consult a handsome shop-window-manikin on his sickness. The manikin tells him to see a travelogue on going to "The End of the World" 世界の果.43 This Mr. Karuma does, but, as we see by the last two lines of this work, even though one goes to the end of the world one cannot escape from the wall which is growing in one's own breast. Such a message
may be taken with the same sort of pessimism with which one can view Kafka. Or one can see within such a work the positive exhortation to action—the establishing of an identity that extends beyond our own calling cards, neckties, beautiful monogrammed briefcases—beyond the wall created by the property which we own.

Let us turn now to an examination of changes in Abe's style and message as seen in the four stories translated at the end of this thesis. Even without analyzing these stories in detail, it is possible to notice a sharp line separating the earlier two stories from the later two. The first two stories belong to Abe's surrealistic period, the time during which Abe simply allowed image after image to flow with very little control—or sophistication—from his mind. Essentially, it is just such a refusal to control one's style that characterizes surrealism. "The basic idea is derived from a combination of dadaism and Freud: the automatic, illogical, uncontrolled fantasies and associations of the mind represent a higher reality than the realistic, deliberately manipulated world of practical life and ordinary literature." 44

Surrealist painting, poetry, and cinematography are well-known, but surrealism in novels is rarely heard of. Surrealists looked down on the novel, considering it a bookish, outmoded art form, which lacked the spontaneity of the visual arts. Thus, surrealism is usually associated with the paintings of Salvador Dali, or with a wave of film-making during the 1920's. One cinematic masterpiece from that
period, Un Chien Andalou (1929), a cooperative effort of Dalí and Luis Buñuel, shows the young Buñuel slitting open the eye of a girl with a razor blade in the first scene. This sequence was to show how we should begin to look at reality with new eyes, i.e. with a new view of perception. Essentially, it is an artist's comment on art. Abe, on the other hand, from the very beginning had harnessed his surrealism to politics. In "Oshimusume" for example, the image, "...night and day quarrelled and chased one another round and round the globe. Winter squeezed itself in the space between them and became a season there," (p.54) is immediately followed by, "...and one came to differentiate between kings, vassals, merchants and beggars from the bend of their backbones." (p.55) Abe had to exercise some will in allowing his mind to wander from the disorder of the seasons to the order of society.

The relationship between Abe's surrealism and his political message is more evident in "Akai mayu" (cf. pp.23-4) than in "Oshimusume." There is reason to believe that Abe was consciously using the above technique in that even the title of chapter seven of his "Baberu no tō no tanuki" is entitled "Baberu no tō ni hairu ni wa shūru-riarizumu no hōhō ni yoranakereba naranu" [In order to enter the Tower of Babel one must make use of surrealism]. This chapter is replete with references to surrealism, Freud, and a host of other European intellectuals.

"Oshimusume" too offers proof of Abe's surrealism, though in
a more natural aesthetically pleasing fashion. The story is a kaleidoscope of images rooted in some otherworldly conflict between man and a giant that very closely resembles God. Unfortunately, the characters of "Oshimusume," the boy and the girl, are typified more than described, and the set remains undefined beyond the statement that the action takes place on a "mislaid streetcorner." (p.58)

With "Inu" we are a little closer to the reality which we perceive with our senses, not that there was no appeal made to our senses in "Oshimusume." The giant's long soliloquy beginning with "Materializing in someone's imagination in the guise of a law of nature had the flavour of white bread..." (p.56) is a veritable list of sensuous images, but they are so overdone as to appear to be huge trimmings for a tiny roast. In "Inu" there is a greater control exercised over the mixture of real and unreal. While the intent of the tale is to show how woman and dog change identities, the change occurs gradually. Furthermore, the orthodox climactic build-up is not typical of Abe's early style. In "Dendorokakariya," the full translated title of which is "Dendrocacalia or, how Mr. Everyman became a Dendrocacalia," the reader is aware from the very beginning of the story that man will turn, in fact, man has already turned, into a vegetable. In "Inu" we are not aware of any concrete metamorphosis until, "To my surprise she [the dog] really grinned," (p.75) which is well past the middle of the story. In "Dendorokakariya," the metamorphosis takes place in the second paragraph. It is evident then, that although "Inu" was written well before
the dramatic change in style referred to above, it already represented a move towards a more controlled use of the supernatural, allegoric change which was so abundant in Abe's early stories.

By the time we read "Yume no heishi" we begin to wonder if it could have been written by the author of "Oshimusume." With the former story's lack of any adventure into the supernatural, one also notices greater attention to characterization, and, while such a tendency was evident in "Inu," perhaps due to the comic nature of that story, its characters never rose above parodies. In other words, Abe was still typifying characters instead of describing them. However, the policeman in "Yume no heishi," a story Abe wrote only three years after "Inu," appears as a full-fledged tragic character who thought he knew how to control his social environment, while all along he was the victim of the very thing he thought he could manipulate. Abe paid very close attention to developing the policeman as a personality. He introduced him by means of a long monologue beginning with "There's a thing or two I know about this village...." (p. 79) and ending some two pages later with, "Besides, I've never heard of a deserter that's made it yet." (p. 82) The economic brush-strokes such as "The mayor's dull voice trembled over the sound of chinaware being hurriedly put away," (p. 84) with which he pinpointed the corruption of the village elders, is indicative of a maturity one could not sense in his earlier stories.

"Toki no gake" goes so far as to dispense with setting al-
together in order to delve yet deeper into the mind of the boxer-hero. When compared to "Kabe," this story represents a complete about face in his style. "Kabe" consisted of nothing but scenery, though not necessarily a scenery which added up to any conventional view of reality. This theory of most action occurring independently of the character is corroborated by the inordinate amount of explanation in which Abe ceaselessly indulged in "Kabe." This tendency to explain has been pointed out by Ichikawa Takashi in his essay, *Abe Kōbō no bunshō* 安部公房の文章 [Abe Kobo's Style]. Ichikawa maintains that there are a large number of connectives such as no de and kara, words which are used to explain causes and reasons. Ichikawa counted ten no de and twelve kara in the first ten pages. It is difficult to say if this is absolutely conclusive evidence, but the theory would seem to be borne out by the fact that most of the action, such as having one's name stolen, having one's clothes rebel on one and being tried for absorbing a camel, are passive, and the hero does spend much of his time trying to explain to himself what is happening.

Incidentally, Abe's heroes have a tendency to lose their way, especially in his later works. In *Suna no onna*, Niki Jumpei 仁木順平 falls into a trap laid by the villagers. The hero of *Moetsukita chizu* loses himself while looking for a missing person. The question which Abe poses is how can a detective find someone while he himself is also lost. In their constantly puzzled state of mind, Abe's heroes do not display much decision-making power, although it is possible to see a
positive chronological trend in this regard. While the deaf girl hardly makes a choice at all, the artist-hero of "Inu" decides to marry the model and to train the dog; the policeman decides what should be done about the deserter; and the boxer decides to start and to quit boxing.

While in his early stories his heroes had entirely no control over the action, in his later stories they gradually gain a kind of autonomy. This is not to say that they ever come to control their environment to the degree of the heroes of popular fiction, such as television dramas. Mr. Everyman, or the beggar, or S. Karuma, or the characters of "Oshimusume" and "Dendarokakariya" were flat but necessarily so; they stood for the crisis of humanity, its very everydayness, living by force of habit, the sort of life from which Abe wanted to jolt his readers. As the giant of the whirlwinds says in "Oshimusume," "The life which has germinated inside cripples such as yourself...somehow seems to have a poisonous effect on my stomach." (p.65)

Despite the greater characterization the Abe hero has received, he has not changed to the same radical degree that Abe's overall style has. Whether his dog has started smiling, or his own son has just upset his life-long plans for settling down, or he is fighting a losing match, Abe's hero never controls his own fate. We only have to look at the conclusion of each story to understand this fact. In "Oshimusume," the girl is abandoned by her giant-god; in "Inu," the realist-artist is confronted by a super-dog, whose threats make him cry out for help; in "Yume no heishi," the policeman is forced to leave the village dragging the body of his son behind him; and in "Toki no gake" the boxer also...
cries for help as he is knocked out of the ring.

There is a sort of falling from grace implied in his being knocked out and one feels that he is wiser for the experience. What he most desperately wanted was to get to the other side of the cliff of time, the place where the champions go—but, he learns, "the steepest cliff is on the other side of the champion," (p.102) All of Abe's heroes experience this falling from grace, from a state of blissful unknowing. The best example of falling from a state of haughty ignorance occurs in the opening chapters of Suna no onna, in which the hero, Niki Jumpei is physically lowered to the hell of the sand pit. In "Yume no heishi" Abe tells his readers, what in Suna no onna he expresses with symbols: "It is only now that he [the policeman] was forced to peer into the hell that separates the pursuer and the pursued." (p.83)

In his early stories Abe left his heroes in their unhappy predicaments, suffering as vegetables or cocoons. He gives the heroes of his later stories a somewhat better chance. The policeman and the boxer are simply made to abandon their futile attempts to climb their respective symbolic walls. It is interesting to note that the hero of Suna no onna, Niki Jumpei, also abandons his useless struggle to climb a wall—this time a solid sand wall,—as opposed to the symbolic ones in "Yume" and "Toki," only to discover water in the sands. One feels that Abe gives more hope to his later characters to find that water hole in the barren sands than he does to his earlier people.
There is reason to believe that Abe abandoned his surrealistic technique quite suddenly in 1957 with the publication of *Kemonotachi wa kokyō o mezasu*. It is difficult to ascertain whether or not this change in style was related in any way to the differences of opinion concerning the Hungarian uprising which caused a splitting of ranks in the Communist Party, an organization from which Abe was purged in 1962 along with his close friend and mentor, Hanada Kiyoteru. It is possible to point to a deemphasis of political content in his works from as early as "Inu" (1954). That story concerned itself with the troubles of an artist and the only arguments it contains are the somewhat short passages on realism versus abstract art. Could Abe have been referring to his own predicament when he put these words in his hero's mouth: "This is off the subject, but I thought I'd tell you that after I began living together with my wife, I completely lost all interest in abstracts. I admit, you were right about me. I seem to have become entirely a realist." (p.75) Whether Abe meant this statement to apply to his own state of mind or not, we cannot be sure, but we do have proof that he really did move much closer to a realistic style very few years later. The period of change is summed up in the following manner in a recent appraisal of Abe's works:

...the discovery of the limitations of his early period brought about a change towards the realistic in his style. The flights within reality which could be expected from this new realization, backed up forecasts that Abe would begin activities anew with the sort of intention that could be described as being a departure from despair. Let us trace the relationship between
his works and this stylistic change. The stories "Dendorokakariya," "Akai mayu," "R62 go no hatsumei" up to "Bo," we can classify as belonging to his early period, due to their dream-world-like quality. That is to say, instead of establishing a direct relationship with an outer reality, Abe moulded a special world within the confines of his room. His characters too he expressed through changes of form. However, when we come to Kemonotachi wa kokyo o mezasu, he establishes a setting which is completely true to life, neither does he deform his characters for the sake of allegory, he writes with a realistic style. Finally, if we take Ishi no me as an example, we can see that if for no other reason than its claim to being a detective story, that novel shows an awareness of reality.

One is tempted to try to show a relationship between Abe's change of style and the misunderstanding he had at around the same time with the Communist Party. Of course the fact that his change of style and his political troubles occurred at the same time is not reason enough to claim any causal relationship between his literary and political activities.

The Communist Party and its literary ally, the Shin-Nihon Bungakkai, of which Abe was also a member, did not approve of avant garde authors. Socialist realism, the style of literature most commonly endorsed by communist movements around the world, dictates that an author should write stories easily understood by the masses and depict heroes who exemplify communist ideology by their superhuman feats of courage. It is argued that only through socialist realism can authors lead the masses and further the cause of socialist
victory. One would have to be naive to believe that Abe, whose heroes are more likely to inspire suicide than martyrdom, ever took such a theory of art seriously. In 1956, Iijima Kōichi paraphrased Abe as having likened socialist realism to door-to-door selling. Based on an outmoded style, naturalism, socialist realism is a formless, mechanical sales job. At another point Abe is quoted as saying that realism robs a work of its autonomy. Why did Abe say such things so close to the time that he made his break with surrealism? Why did he switch to a more realistic style when he had so often criticized, "those who have settled down to a life of habits, those, who fear the world of strange images, different from reality, and keep their distance from that world just as they keep their distance from snakes." Unfortunately it is impossible to come to any clear conclusions concerning the above questions on the evidence of only four short stories and a few of his early works.

It is, however, possible to clear up the question of Abe's affiliations with the Communist Party. His past membership has prejudiced at least one critic, Edward Seidensticker, who wrote of Abe:

Hotta, it may be noted in passing, makes his political views clearer in his writings than do numbers of his comrades in the fellow-travelling or communist left. The Woman in the Dunes and The Face of Another, both by Abe Kōbō, have been translated into English and therefore provide easily available testimony to this fact. Abe was a member of the Communist Party (he has since been expelled) when he wrote both novels, but the reader is likely to think of Kafka or Beckett long before he thinks of Mao or Stalin.
Abe wrote *Face of Another* in 1964, two years after he had been purged from the party, and *Woman in the Dunes* was published in June 1962, four months subsequent to the purges. If we believe what Abe says below, then it would appear that Abe had ceased being an active member long before 1962, that is, well before the publication of both works. As has already been mentioned, it would have been a pretty futile effort in any case to look for elements of socialist realism, or affirmations of the party line, *a la* Mao or Stalin in any of his works even during his active period. Judging from his short stories, even as a communist, Abe could only have been an extremely individualist one. Professor Seidensticker seems to imply that although Abe does not make his allegiances clear in his works, he is a communist just the same. The following is a recently recorded discussion between Abe, Hotta Yoshie and Shimao Toshio, in which Abe clears up the manner of his break with the Party:

Abe: That's really my fault. You see, I'm kind of lazy and I haven't bothered to make anything public. Actually it had to do with my going to Czechoslovakia and writing *Tōsō kikō* [東欧紀行]. It was during the time of the Poznan demonstrations (June 1956), so it was quite some time ago.

Shimao: I guess that'll be over ten years ago.

Hotta: Poznan. Well, that's a bit before the Hungarian uprising (October 1956). It would be about the time of the Sunakawa Case. Anyway, what did you write?

Abe: I wrote that there'll be trouble. (Laughter). And that's exactly what happened. When I was writing, the trouble was only half over, but I wrote that this
would occur, that it is obvious and inevitable. Then
the Party got mad. Actually, I had written the whole
thing with the best of intentions. (Laughter.) But.
they didn't take my good-will seriously. Well there's
much more to it but when another few people have died,
I'll write about it. It's impolite to hurt the living.
It's true I've been slighted but I guess I'm just too
kind. You might say it's a fault of character.
(Laughter.)

Hotta: Then, eventually you quit on your own?

Abe: No, I hadn't been active for a while, but they
nevertheless purged me, for good measure.49

In this short overview of Abe's life and works, we have
examined the following:

1) The bundan, i.e. the environment within which Abe
works, and its differences from the North American
literary world;

2) Abe's early days and a number of tentative relation­
ships between them and his works;

3) three of Abe's better known early works and what
they meant in terms of plot, symbol, characterization
and message;

4) developments in Abe's style as seen in the four
stories presented in the body of this thesis.

Such an essay as this, working with only seven stories from
an output of well over a hundred novels, novelettes, plays, scenarios
and essays can only come to tentative conclusions. Looking back over
the previous thirty or so pages in which we examined some of Abe's more
salient characteristics of style and content, these three points come
to mind:
1) Abe has dropped his attachment to surrealism in favour of a style more closely related to the reality which we perceive with our senses;

2) he has maintained his interest in symbols, notably walls; and

3) he has toned down the political content of his stories in favour of a more philosophical appeal.

While "Oshimusume," and "Kabe" present extreme problems of translation, to say nothing of enjoyment, "Yume no heishi," and "Toki no gake" not only make smooth reading, but also by their very simplicity of style contribute to greater communication between author and reader. It can be said that, while Abe's present-day stories are deceptively simple, his early fiction presents just the opposite problem. Uno Kōji said of "Kabe" when it won the Akutagawa Prize in 1951, "In a word, 'Kabe' is a novel which only appears to be something, while really it is nothing; at places it is even stupid." As for Abe, Uno had these words, "If this author continues in his present direction, his chances of development are nil." These are harsh words, which testify at least as much to the critic's inability to accept a new style, as to the author's ineptness in convincing the critic of the worth of his work. Uno's words are not simply reactionary venom; they contain a grain of truth. For one, people expect a novel to be more than just a string of abstract images. It is extremely conceited for an author to think that his string of images is better than another person's just because his are written down; this is a problem of evaluation when there is a conscious denial of artistic control.
Abe's early works, despite a minimal amount of organization, just enough to permit us to glean an image here, a message there, lack the unity that entices a reader to formulate a meaning for himself. The images in "Kabe" are so ill-organized as to discourage attempts at interpretation. Nor does it urge us to re-read, as do the works of Kafka. Truly, one feels after having read "Oshimusume" that "it is nothing" but a string of images.

Another feeling one is likely to get in reading Abe's early creations is that the author holds nothing back. After all if he exercises little or no conscious control on the flow of his subconscious, he cannot impose too much order on his work. He can leave no clues for an attentive reader to pick up. By contrast, in his later works, Abe has hidden symbols which in his early days were floating on the surface. We have already seen how in "Yume no heishi," the clue to a fuller understanding of the story lies in the wall symbol. But even without this discreet symbol, the story presents a monumental self-realization on the part of the author. At this time, 1957, Abe must have realized that universal themes require particular settings. It is perfectly appropriate to present the universal tragedy of the anxiety and fear of the outsider who desperately wishes to belong, by means of an old policeman daydreaming of a blissful retirement, while peeling potatoes and warming his feet by a stove. It is the realization that the universal depends on the particular, on that very individual that Abe wanted to protect in "Dendorokakariya," that has ensured Abe's permanence on the Japanese literary scene.
NOTES

1. Kōbō is the Sino-Japanese, or on reading of Kimifusa, the personal name Abe uses in everyday life. Kōbō is Abe's literary name. In accordance with what has by now become custom among students of Japanese literature, all Japanese names will be given surname first. The Hepburn system of romanization will be used throughout. Long vowels will be signified by a dash above "a," "o," and "u," and an "i" after "e," and "i." No diacritics will be provided for common place names, such as "Tokyo," "Hokkaido," etc.


5. I-novels were and are still a popular novel form in Japan. Their worth as literature is still a much-debated topic. Some consider the genre as the purest form of literature and see it as constant proof of the sincerity of the author, while others feel that "confession for the sake of literature" cannot be at all sincere. For an excellent account of this genre, see Howard S. Hibbett, "The Portrait of the Artist in Japanese Fiction," Far Eastern Quarterly (May 1955), 347-354. For a representative selection of postwar I-novels, see Jay Cluck, ed., Ukiyo: Stories of Postwar Japan, (New York; Grosset & Dunlap, 1964). See also Edward Seidensticker, "The Pure and the Impure in Modern Japanese Literature," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, (Harvard University, 1965).


8. Iijima Kōichi 飯島耕一, "Abe Kōbō, arui wa muzai no bungaku," "安部公房あるいは無罪の文学 [Abe Kōbō or Innocent Literature], Hihyō 批評, Jan. 1959, p.141. (see original below)

彼自身に言われれば, 実存主義からシュールリアルズムへ, そしてコミュニズムへ, である.


11. Abe Kōbō, Ryakunempu 略年譜 [Abbreviated Chronology]. As this reference reached me in the form of a single page photocopied from a book, no information is readily available concerning title, publisher, or date of publication. Judging from the last entry in the timeline, the book was published in 1965. This fragment is on page 487. (see original below)


14. Some critics translate kōtōgakkō as high school. This word-for-word translation, though correct for the postwar 6-3-3 system of public instruction, is inaccurate when referring to the prewar 6-5-3 academic track. A student, by the time he reached his first year of kōtōgakkō was about seventeen, almost the same age as North American college freshmen. Furthermore, the education he would receive at that elitist institution would correspond more to college than to high school work.

15. Abe Kōbō, Shin'ei bungaku sōsho 2 Abe Kōbō shū nenpu 新銳文学叢書 2 安部公房短篇集 [Chronology to the Library of Avant Garde Literature II; Selected Works of Abe Kōbō], (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo, 1960), p.277. Much of the information on Abe's early life comes from this chronology. (see original below)


18. Abe, Shin'ei bungaku nenpu, p.278.

19. The Japanese title is Keishō shishū 形象詩集. It seems to correspond to "The Book of Images," probably the larger revised edition of 1906. It is unlikely that Abe read them in the original, as he was not very good in foreign languages. It is, however, possible that the Japanese translations were altogether a different collection of Rilke's poetry.

20. Hisamatsu Sen'ichi 久松善一 et al., ed., "Abe Kōbō," Gendai nihon bungaku daijiten 現代日本文学大辞典 [Dictionary of Modern Japanese Literature], (Tokyo: Seiji Shoin, 1965), pp.24-25: Abe Kōbō has attempted from a position isolated from the traditions of Japanese literature, with allegory and satire, to lay bare the alienated condition of man in a capitalist society. In his works abstract ideas are prone to stand out. It is not unlike him to tend to lean towards the immature. That, we daresay, is an unavoidable blemish when
we consider that he is) challenging the as yet undeveloped world of avant-garde works. (see original below)

Abe, Shin'ei. Bungaku nenpo, p.278. (see original below)


「………… 戦争中、ぼくは実存主義者だったんだよ。それで」

『終わり道の標でに』と書いたんだね。「存在は本質に先行する」という思想さ。しかしこのテーマはふるる自己否定的なね。しかしあことすればはるほど、はねかれられる。

実存主義がこのわれはじめたのは、終戦の体験だね。壊滅に一年半はかかって。社会の基準が徹底的にこわれるとともに目撃して来たわけだ。経験的なものに対し信頼を完全に失った。俺にとってだれがたいことだ。………… だってね、かなり長い間完全な無警察状態で暮らしてたんだ。政府が無いし警察が無いんだ。

こうしたら、きみ、ちょっと世界観変わる。あんたにそのことを俺には社会科学的知識がゼロときている。ジャングルにほうり出されたらうlbrace。とにかく俺は動物的な見方を身につけた。そしてその時つくって思ったのは、結構これでやれんな、ということだ。大して変わりがねえな、という。」
23. Muramatsu, "Kaisetsu," p.547. (see original below)


25. Donald Keene, "Elevation of the novelist...," p.145.

26. Abe Kōbō, Inter Ice Age 4, p.219.

27. Honda Shūgo, Monogatari, p.536.

Owarishi michi no shirube ni has since its publication been variously described as romantic, philosophical, or both. Abe himself hardly considers the work as being a novel, but rather a series of confessions. He claims he has quite forgotten just what it's all about, but perhaps the decidedly autobiographical intent of the work might explain its author's lapse of memory. A recent article on Abe's literary debut, Yomiuri Shimbun Sha, ed., Sengo bunhan iken shi [Incidents in the Postwar Literary World] (Tokyo: yomiuri Shimbun Sha) p.112, gives away the book's origins: "This novel takes the form of the notebook of a bottler of soft drinks who is captured by some mounted Manchurian bandits."
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のころと比較して「赤い薔」とか「壁」を考えると、
観念的なものがあると具象的になっているよね。
これも書いて自分の方向がはっきりしたといった
作品はあるよね。

やっと「デンドロカカリヤ」だが、あのころやっ
ていたのは、いかにさまざまな現象からウェール
tをはぎとるとかということ。観念的といわれつなが、
どう観念とたたって観念のウェールをはぐか
tという、自分のなかで唯物論を確立するストラッ
クルだったと思うんだ。そして行きついたのか「
壁」だった。

29. Abe Kōbō, "Dendroacalia; Or, how Mr. Everyman became a
p.50.

30. Ibid., p.56.

31. Ibid., p.55.

32. Ibid., p.55.

33. Ibid., p.54.

34. Ibid., p.55.

35. Abe Kōbō, "Red Cocoon," trans. John Nathan, Japan Quarterly,

36. Ibid., p.217.

37. Ibid., p.218.

original below)
39. Abe Kōbō, Sasaki Kiichi et al., "Moetsukita chizu o megutte" (On The Ruined Map) Moetsukita chizu furoku, (Tokyo: Shinchō Sha, 1967), (a transcribed panel discussion in the notes appended to The Ruined Map), p.6. (see original below)


42. Johannes Pfeiffer, "The Metamorphosis," rpt. in Gray, ed., Kafka...

43. Abe Kōbō, Kabe, p.97.


46. Saegusa Yasutaka 三枝康高, *Gendai shi no naka no sakkatachi 現代史の中の作家たち* [Authors in Modern History], (Tokyo: Yūshindō, 1966) pp.222-223. (see original below)

…….前期における自らの限界の発見は、かれにリアリスティックな方法への転機をもたらし新しい認識によって期待される真の逃亡・絶望からの出発と名づけるべきのような志向として、ここ新しく行動を開始しそうな予想を裏づける。そこで、かれの方法のもとでのような切り替えを作品に即してとりたければ、「デンドロカカリヤ」『赤い藤』『壁』『R62号の発明』『変形の記録』『棒』あたりまで、「あおり夢のなかの世界として前期的なものと規定できるよう。すなわちどこでは外界との接触は直接的にはあくないけれども、かれ自らの部屋のなかだけの特殊な世界が造形され、配置され人間もまた変形してかどこそ表現される。けれどもその後の「けものたちは故郷をめがす」になると、世界は現実そのままに設定され、登場人物が意味的なデフォルメをへて、リアルな手法ととって描かれている。さらに『石の眼』を例にとっていれば、それが推理小説的な興味をもつているだけに、そうにアクチュアルで現実性を意識していることが解る。
現実と相似ではない奇怪なイメージの世界を、ちょっとヘビを怖がるように自分たちに遠いものとして怖がる人々、習慣的な世界に居づらった人々に、彼はプロテストする。


49. Abe Kōbō, Hotta Yoshie, Shimao Toshio, "Akiyoi yomoyama banashi," ポズナの暴動 (昭和31年6月)の前後から、かなり昔だよ。

安部
それがね、あれも急げ者だから公表しないのが、悪いんだけど、実はチェコに行って「東欧紛争」のことを書いたんだ。ちょうど「ポーランド」のポツナンの暴動（昭和31年6月）の前後だから、かなり昔だよ。

島尾
ポツナンというのは、ハンガリー事件（昭和31年10月）の前だからね。日本で言えば「石橋騒動のことだ。それでとうとうことを書いたんだ。

堀田
つまりあれは、暴動が起るにちがいないと書いたんだよね。笑、そうしたらぼくとうに起きちゃったんだ。書いたことは、まだ半分しか起こてなかったけど、これは起きる、起きるのが当然だ。ほかでも起るにちがいないということを書いたわけだ。そうしたら共産党が恐っちゃってね。実は、あれはとても好意的つもりで書いたんだよ。笑。
そうしたらその好意を信じてもらえるかな、たんに、いろいろあるんだけど、まあ、そのうちにもっと何人
かが死んだから書くよ。生きている人をキズつけるのは悪いからな。自分はキズつけられているけれどもね。あれは少し親切なんだね。悪い性格（笑）。そうすると、結局自分でやっちゃったの。

₃₉や自動自司にぶちやめていたんだけれども、あらためてあたえて

「一と口にいうと、『壁』は、物ありわけではない。何にもないバチャべたところさえある小説である。」

₃₆ Honda, p.541. (see original below)
「この作者は、このままゆけば、延びることはない。」

₃₀ Honda Shūgo, Nendojū sengo bungaku shi, p.542. (see original below)
APPENDIX I

TRANSLATIONS

THE DEAF GIRL

Once upon a time, such a long time ago that no hand of no
watch, no matter how fast it were wound backwards could ever reach it,
in a country that cannot be found on any map, a giant—no scholar
knows the type of eyes or nose or mouth he had, nor can his words be
found in any dictionary—suddenly woke up and felt awfully hungry.

The giant smacked his lips and took out a handful of seed
from a bag. The seeds became like dust in the wind and were so small
that they rose easily. If one took a closer look, however, each seed
had the exact features of a human being. The giant scattered all the
seeds into the air and disappeared, turning into a number of whirlwinds.

As a result of those seeds, gradually, humans began to sprout
on this earth. Towns were built, songs filled the air, and night and
day followed each other in proper sequence. And when humans bore
fruit yet more beautiful than that of the wheat or the animals, the
whirlwind giant appeared on the streetcorners of the cities and at the
bases of the mountains, to collect his first harvest.

At which time the land met with various misfortunes. To
begin with, night and day quarreled and chased one another round and
round the globe. Winter squeezed itself in the space between them and became a season there. Innumerable inconveniences, called incidents, carved wrinkles into the faces of the people, and one came to differentiate between kings, and vassals, merchants and beggars from the bend of their backbones. Men let ambition rule their lives.

Furthermore, the whirlwind giant changed himself into every and all the possible shapes of human experience, brandishing his harvest scythe. No matter what sort of object people encountered, it would turn into a whirlwind and suddenly blow through the giant's insides leaving nothing but a little hollow behind. Life was the task of diligently filling up the hollows, and the giant's insides seemed to be a size beyond anyone's imagination. People had not a moment to rest their arms. As one would begin filling up a hole, the whirlwind would already have passed through the giant's insides, continuing to leave behind new hollows.

At times there were people whose hands were even faster than the whirlwind. They spent the days they saved forestalling the advent of the giant's scythe. But what permanence can there be in happiness, one cannot share with the poor? One day they too shall be ruined. As for now, only cripples who are badly misformed, poor people who are bad for the digestion, or those who have lost all palatability by turning themselves into stone, wood, and sand, have managed to avoid the giant's harvest. There could be neither happiness nor misfortune for people who had been thus left behind. These people knew well, better
than anyone else that happiness was only another name for general unhappiness and that happiness can only be found in the activity of regularly filling in the hollows left after supplying the giant's stomach.

There occurred something, however, which came to upset this state of affairs. This group of unhappy people seemed to have increased its numbers inordinately. Perhaps a fallow period had arrived. The giant's insides became empty, and the whirlwinds ran throughout the cities displaying ominous portents. The disappearance of the pieces of scrap paper which became entangled in the whirlwind was still all right. So were the swallows which too would drift out of sight after a short encounter. But the bits of shrapnel and the gasoline soaked airplane wings and other such items were too much for the giant to handle. One day while the giant was holding his dispeptic stomach, he dreamt of the taste of the many harvests of old.

"Materializing in someone's imagination in the guise of a law of nature had the flavour of white bread, something one could never tire of. One time, entering as religious faith into a conversion I enjoyed the taste of a rare, juicy steak. The discovery of a scientist had the flavour of well-salted trout, while going through the heart of a poet in the shape of a song, tasted of mellowed caviar. Love tasted of butter; friendship of asparagus; revenge, of red pickled ginger; jealousy, of hot peppers; the fighting of children had the flavour of Irish potatoes; insults tasted of raw onions. Then there were all those varieties of sinful fruits...granted, the bitter tears
of death were an indispensable element to digestion, and granted also that the lemonade of panic was necessary as a refrigerant though it did not of itself contain any nutrients, the fact remains that if all one has is the bitter medicine and the lemonade of these days, though they be of one's own making...it is sad indeed! What a skin-and-bones state of affairs! Ah well, I can't ask for more than my due. If I could just have a meal of Irish potatoes smeared with butter."

Just thinking such thoughts made his digestive acids gush forth burning his stomach walls. The juices which welled up reverberating in his parched throat, reminded him of something quite different. Unable to bear the sensation, he got up. Opening his nostrils wide, he sniffed around for something. It was nothing but the wine of love...from beer which is a tired kiss, white wine that is unrequited love, all the way to acts of unmentionable strong drink and beyond. The whirlwind opened its greedy mouth and became opaque like a living being. It began to ferret around the corners and the cracks in the walls of towns which even their inhabitants had forgotten. It must have been wine so sour, so unmatured as to have no name. But then, perhaps it had simply gone unnoticed.

For that reason, on yet another day a gust of the whirlwind of love passed through the body of a deaf-mute girl, a girl whose skin was like old candles and whose sinewy limbs resembled those of a spider.

It happened in the following manner. As usual the girl was
diligently doing her needle work in her apartment, a wooden floored narrow room, the roof of which formed a stairwell for the apartment above. It faced onto a mislaid streetcorner. The sunlight which until then (—suddenly somewhere a wall clock struck three, though of course the girl could not hear that--) had been hesitating on the top ledge of the wall, suddenly shone into her room. Just then a young man carrying a basket cut across the street and came this way. Every day at this time, the young man, an errand boy for a laundry, brought work for the girl - torn socks and underwear. At the window sill, a pantomime ensued. She took the bundle of dirty clothes from the boy and handed over to him her finished work. But as she did so, her fingers touched the boy's hand ever so lightly. Her smiling countenance was suddenly covered with wrinkles. He picked up the bundle which had fallen because she had withdrawn her hand too quickly. But he did this with a very sullen expression on his face. With a grand flourish, he fixed his short hair which, in fact, was so short it needed no fixing. He left quickly, without a smile, causing the girl to become very sad. Her mouth remained wide open, her hands dangling on the window sill.

However the girl became aware of something strange. A whirlwind was circling around like some living thing by the window sill where the young man had just stood. On first glance, it did not appear much different from the usual whirlwind, but on second thought it was rather uncanny considering there was no wind. The girl became terribly
ashamed. The thought occurred to her that perhaps the boy had not left completely but rather having been in such a hurry, a part of him remained in the form of a whirlwind.

She was puzzled as to what to do. As she watched over it for a while, the whirlwind suddenly seemed to want to go through the window and into her room. The girl, struck with fright slammed the window shut. Even then the wind did not show any signs of wanting to leave. She did the latch and tried to scare it away by clenching her fists. However, not only did the wind not move away, if anything it came yet closer to the window and even rattled on it noisily. In the meantime the whirlwind began to change itself into something which could only have come from some stagnant pool. At length, the wind became a fluttering membrane and despite the girl's resistance, it entered her room through a slight opening in the window. The wind passed through the petrified girl leaving behind only a deep black hollow, and disappeared within an instant.

The giant was muttering to himself somewhere. "But naturally. This too is some kind of wine. It has to be wine." In a while as he became progressively tipsy he swayed his head from side to side gleefully. "Well, no matter what you say, this suits my stomach a lot better than airplanes dipped in gasoline."

The girl pained by the hollow in her breast unthinkingly raised her eyes to the sky and called out to the giant. "Dear God, what shall I do? I'm in love. I've fallen in love and I feel some-
thing has been stolen from my heart. What can I do to heal this sad scar?"

Of course there was no answer. (Even if there had been, what could it have meant to a deaf-mute girl?) The girl realized that she had to do something on her own. She looked around and saw a pile of rags in a corner of her room. She didn't think it was particularly good form, but as there was nothing else around, she had no choice but to use them as stuffing, for the time being.

The next day at the same time the same thing happened, but she couldn't use the rags again. They were after all the tools of her trade and she wasn't going to misuse them. She realized that she had to grow up and plunge the wound herself. She did have to make do with some rags though. Plugging up the hole just by growing up was far too difficult a task for a deaf-mute girl.

The giant made a sour face. "What the devil...This wine definitely tastes of rags."

The whirlwind, however, never grew tired of coming. It made its appearance the next day and the next, right after the errand boy from the laundry had left. Within a few days the girl began to smell of rags. She did not look any different from before, but in fact most of her body had turned into rags. This was partly because the girl, who was not very bright, kept forgetting her experiences with the wind almost after they occurred, and besides she didn't really know how to change her appearance.
The giant cried out in despair. "Why, they're all such an ill-formed lot! What can the matter be with them?! Their streets are full of tears and yet they say they lack water. Though fire covers their plains and mountains, they say they lack warmth. The sun will have to split in two to stop me from starving!"

Even though he spoke in this manner, the whirlwind was not at all ready to give up gathering in his harvest from the girl. It's unbelievable that there should be no way of improving this wine. With that in mind, one day he attempted to lead on the relationship of the young man and the girl.

On that day the whirlwind entered the body of the girl for good, becoming a seductive inner voice to her. "Well, girl! Just what are you going to do, carrying that heavy burden all by yourself? Open your heart to the young man and share your burden with him. Be relieved of your troubles and climb the tower of love. Climb together, holding each other's hands. Love's sweetness increases with every upward step. You are still on bitter earth, the place that comes well before the sweetness.

"I thought so too. But I have no faith in myself. You see, I am deaf."

"Deaf! And what's that got to do with it!?" Death conquers all, but is not love yet stronger than death?"

"I can only say the words I learned at school. Almost as if I were using a typewriter, I move my fingers in the air or adjust my
lips in as many ways. Besides the teachers at the deaf and dumb school never taught us words of love."

"What kind of school is there that teaches words of love? Everyone makes those up by himself. People hardly have any words of their own these days. Only when it comes to words of love do they make them up each of their own individual accord without anyone teaching them."

"But everyone laughs at my voice. They all say it sounds like a flute."

"A flute?! But isn't that just wonderful! It is said that the words of love should be spoken in a sweet whisper. Should you whisper like a flute, without a doubt you shall be even more successful. Lovers whisper to each other, their eyes closed, their words carried by the breezy sound of a flute. Delightful!"

"Excuse me but what's a whisper?"

"It's a wind that enters the very soul of man."

"And what sound does wind make?"

"Well, it's not something you can describe in a word. It is a flow of air which can sound as the rustling of the grasses and the leaves, or it can sound hitting a wall, and again it can sound when it is being split by the telephone lines. You see it has all sorts of sounds. In other words it is the sound of air which has caused itself to tremble."

"Did you say air? I cannot see it, can I? Does air feel
round, or does it have a square shape?"

"Obviously you can't see air, and its neither square nor round. If anything it feels rather light. Especially the air of the whispers of love. That is like thin gauzy silk that quivers on lovers' sighs."

"What colour would that be?"

"Well, there are fairy tales in which roses bloom from heroine's lips, so I guess it must be a rose colour."

"I just love bright red roses! Will red do?"

"Of course it'll do. As long as the words are or your own making, they'll do."

"Somehow, I've gained confidence in myself. I feel I am able to whisper words of love." And as the girl smiled to herself, so too did the whirlwind, who among the rags was thinking of the next day's delicious wine.

The following day the girl went to the remnant store. Ordering something entirely different from the usual, she completely took the storekeeper by surprise. "Leht me haehv thihs muhch of your vehry behst, vehry lightweight, bright rehd sihlk." And with that she emptied her purse. Although the cloth was fairly big, the girl had wanted something even bigger. When she returned home, she carefully made a beautiful ribbon, which, when she was finished, turned out to be almost twice the size of her face. Should that ribbon respiring like some living being be seen even by an invisible breeze! The girl
clapped her hands and let out an uncontrollable peal of joy, much like a sound a rabbit might have made, at which the ribbon writhed in unison with the girl's innermost thoughts. The girl then tied the ribbon lightly to the index finger of her angular right hand and continued her incoherent flute-like laughter.

The usual time came. Sunlight filled the room, and as before the young man approached carrying the laundry basket. The girl was in a state of confusion, and when the boy, thinking it strange that she should hide her right hand behind the window and exchange the bundles with only her left hand, nonchalantly peered into her room, the girl's face suddenly turned red. Not the whole of it but just a sort of spot about the size of the nail of her little finger reddened, and then spread to cover the rest of her face. At the same time she thrust the index finger of her right hand, along with the ribbon, right in front of the boy's face. Closing her eyes, she quietly kept blowing at the ribbon, all the while giving out a sound very much like that of someone blowing air in the open mouth of a bottle. Although she had to pause several times to swallow her heart which had climbed to the base of her throat, the girl, in her fire-consuming head quite believed that her whisper of love was a success. She thought she could see the letters of the alphabet written on crimson cards rising from her lips, dancing, flowing in various combinations into the young man's bosom. To the girl who could only think of words as visual images, the scene could appear in no other fashion.
Naturally, as the ribbon was beautiful, the young man's first reaction was to laugh. But he suddenly cut his laughter short. Then, he knit his eyebrows. This perplexed expression gave way to one of fear. Soon after, he burst out of the room and without looking back, he left to spread word of the girl's derangement. The whirlwind, having witnessed this scene, forced a smile. The wind was truly astonished at the sight of the girl who had kept her eyes closed with yet greater strength and who was continuing to blow on her ribbon. But when the wind noticed the tears weighing heavily on both her eyes, it clicked its tongue in an annoyed manner and said:

"Ts, ts, ts, this is indeed barren soil. I have no use for you any more. The life which has germinated inside cripples such as yourself—life which all year long shines only during the eclipses of the sun—somehow seems to have a poisonous effect on my stomach. What an utter waste of time!"

The starving whirlwind again slipped off to continue its wandering through the streets, but it never once came back to the girl's place. As a result there is still no sufficient evidence to believe that whirlwinds have a sense of taste.
I detest all dogs. The sight of one is enough to make me sick to the stomach, but despite this fact I got married. Naturally, you and I are both well aware that a dog and a marriage each present separate and distinct problems. Of course, in my case the important one was the dog and not the marriage. Incidentally, the truly disgusting wretches are not the dogs but the doglovers. Those who raise dogs for some particularly useful purpose, such as in order to guard sheep, or to pull sleds, or the owners of small businesses who keep dogs as part of their means of production, these people are okay. It's the ones who raise dogs just to tie them up on the porchsteps of their good-for-nothing houses, it's that bunch I really can't stand. As far as I am concerned, they are the dregs of humanity.

My partner in marriage was a model at the studio where I used to teach. For a model, however, she didn't have a single redeeming quality; no sense of style, and no intelligence to speak of. And it wasn't as if other people had to tell me about her, no, I was very well aware of her deficiencies myself. As I'm against the use of nude models, in the beginning I never even stopped to talk to her. But F____, our friend at the Art Réalité Studio took quite a liking to her so she was constantly going in and out of the place and I could not help taking notice of her. Even when she had no business being
there, she still hung about the studio. Somehow she was always around the deserted places like in front of toilets or around the corners of hallways. She was the sort who'd wait for students to try to fondle her as they were passing by. However, if someone actually tried to pet her she would raise both her hands above her head as if protecting some breakable object, and protest loudly. Of course she'd allow herself to be petted, giggling all the while. You may think this is pretty silly, but it almost became a custom at the studio. The person who started this custom was, naturally, F____. According to him it was the materialization of flesh, that is to say one of the everyday exercises necessary to make a model out of a woman, but I thought quite the opposite; was it not in fact a fleshification of simple matter? So Fauvism doesn't work after all. As for the students, they were much happier helping her in her exercises than doing their own.

At first I felt we should hire another model. However, the students wouldn't discontinue their custom even with other models and there aren't too many models who'd get used to their particular habit. As a result she was always called back. The students, their faces wrinkled with excitement, would wait to get her alone. With nothing to do, they hung about aimlessly, waiting their turn to embrace her. As soon as three of them would gather, it was usually for them to analyse her excitedly in aesthetic terms. While in this heated debate, it wouldn't matter to them one bit that they were supposed to be listening to my lecture. It was all rather humiliat-
ing. Commuting to the studio became an agonizing experience. I came
to feel that whenever I stepped into that building my brain became
a rotten banana.

One day I caught a student just as he was trying to fondle
her right in the middle of the studio. I slapped him. The fellow
remained calm; didn't even blink an eye. Irritated, I slapped him
once more. Suddenly, he struck me back. He was several times my
strength.

"What could be the matter? Just how do these fellows look
at art? These guys aren't playing around. On the contrary, they are
very much in earnest. She is the cause of all this," I thought.
F_____ and I argued about this one whole night. I pointed out several
of her faults. At first I attacked her habit of constantly winding
bandages on her neck, arms, feet, thighs, or some such other place.
To which F_____ replied: "She wants to feign sickness...because she
doesn't lead a productive life she wants to become a symbol...why
she is exactly what you're looking for?"

"That's the sort of sentimentalism that makes me shudder.
She's no symbol; she's more like a parasite! Don't you understand
you're making a mess of her?"

"Of course I know," said F_____ without yielding an inch,
"Her bandages are not in question, you see, because I'm looking at
her true self and things like bandages don't get in the way. But you,
on the other hand, are fascinated by her flesh which is precisely why
you notice such things...."

After that F_____ and I had a violent argument over what would happen if we were to decorate the Venus de Milo with ear and nose rings. But both of us became thoroughly exhausted before we could resolve the question. Next I dealt with her dog. Let me skip that for now though, as I'll have to go into greater detail about the dog later on. Finally F_____ said: "You're a little too emotional. You sure you aren't suffering from nervous exhaustion? Perhaps there is something you would like to let me in on; I mean about you and her, you know? If it's anything like that, feel free to tell me all about it."

I left the studio in a rage. As I was walking through the corridor I felt something clinging to my legs. It was her dog. Raising my head, I saw her standing before me. So she had overheard our entire conversation! "What are you doing out at this time of the night?" I demanded to know, but she only raised both her arms as if I was going to try to embrace her, and wiggled her body, giggling all the time. I took a step toward her and repeated my question: "What are you doing out at this time of the night?"

She only bent her head back farther saying, "The boys from the studio are out there waiting in ambush."

"Let me walk you home," I said taking another step towards her. At that moment I landed in her arms. Her hands were all over me.

No don't say a word. After all, it's not the sort of thing you would understand. No matter what you might say, I couldn't help
but marry her. To make things worse, she insisted that she couldn't marry me without her dog.

I wouldn't have minded an ordinary dog but this one was a regular freak. It consisted of an awfully large head attached to a long and narrow abdomen, and a body that was always twisting and turning. The body had no tail but that didn't stop it from almost splitting down the middle with wagging itself at the sight of absolutely anyone. But the head was so heavy that at such times, the hind legs would somehow float up and the whole animal would end up doing a complete somersault. The most pitiful sight imaginable! The animal was utter canine trash.

What's more, the beast never barked. "Duh, duh," and wails like some stammering deaf-mute were the best the dog could manage. The only time that animal ever raised a dog-like howl was in the presence of male dogs. Naturally enough, my wife's dog had to be female. I'm ashamed of it but to be honest I could never bring myself to look the beast in the eyes. She always flared back at me with an expression of ill-will like some sexless widow; someone with a seeming overabundance of common sense. She never took her eyes off us no matter what we were doing. When I asked my wife to put the dog outside, she ignored me, saying that she liked it better that way, being watched by the dog. If I attempted to glare back at her, I wouldn't even have to so much as raise my hand for the bitch to cling to the floor and let out a yelp like someone about to die. Moreover until my wife rush-
ed to her side and patted her head, the dog would not quit wailing ever so frightfully. Such demonstrations always left me looking like a fool. I was thinking that if I had to have a dog, why couldn't I have at least a more dog-like dog.

It seems though that the dog was from pedigreed German shepherd stock. The fact that one of its parents was supposed to have been flown over from America by its G.I. owner was a source of some pride for my wife. It was just like that dog to ruin the whole thing by being born of an incestuous relationship. But, nevertheless, having chosen the path of marriage, I began my daily struggles with the dog.

I continued to fight the dog. She too undefeated continued her struggle with me. At first I didn't think it would take anything to get the best of a dog. After all dogs have neither memory nor self-awareness, and if I could just pretend not to notice her disgustingly fawning manner, at best I should have no more difficulty than fighting a thick shadow. Actually, at one time she used to curl up in a corner and sit there in melancholy fashion, never bothering anyone. But soon I was to understand my mistake in underestimating the bitch. I came to comprehend that a dog can be a bother just by existing. That's just it! Why do they hang on the way they do? Their existence, however, isn't their responsibility alone. The reason dogs exist is because we let them. I am completely unable to think of any reason why I must consciously sustain that utterly meaningless object.
If there was some meaning to it, I wouldn't mind it one bit, but maintaining this dog had no meaning so I did mind. I was thinking that if I had a pistol, "bang" just one shot would be enough, when all of a sudden the animal let out a shriek and clung to the floor. What a mean, senseless bitch!

Her taste in food was another source of irritation. She couldn't munch on bones like other dogs. Cold foods would not do; she only ate hot dishes. If it was good sake, she would drink quite a bit. The weirdest thing about the dog was that though she could be wretchedly sloppy, at times her behaviour would make you think she could understand human speech. One day when I had washed her toilet pan and left it on the window sill to dry, she must have gotten the urge to relieve herself because she kept sniffing around the usual place in a very puzzled state of mind. She looked terribly foolish. Just as my wife and I were laughing at what we thought was animal instinct, all of a sudden the dog produced some old newspapers from somewhere, and after defecating on them, she used her mouth to carefully wrap the whole thing in a bundle. And if all that wasn't enough, the beast took the package between its teeth, placed it in my lap and then curled up at my wife's feet ever so comfortably. After that, whenever I noticed the dog eavesdropping on our conversation, I held my words in check. It could be just like the case of "The False Words of Hans, the Talking Horse," simply a groundless fear on my part. After all I kept thinking to myself, there's no reason for
dogs to understand human speech, but then again....

The idea of training the bitch first occurred to me when she lost all pretentions to being a watchdog and came instead to beg for affection from strangers even more than from us. I couldn't stomach the innocence with which that beast would excitedly do somersaults at the sight of even the garbage man. It got to be even worse, especially after the punks from the studio began hanging around outside. At such times the beast would run up and down under the windows, and whenever they saw her those fellows would surely drop by. The bitch became such a nuisance I would get the urge to kick the living day­lights out of her. At such times my wife would restrain me with some banal clichè like, "It's 'cause you don't love her enough," and my sanity would return and I'd put up with it. Then the dog would turn those mean sharp eyes upwards and give me a sidelong stare as if gloating in victory. If only she'd do me the favour of being more like a real dog, a dog-like dog, I wouldn't have to hold her in such contempt. I then began to revamp the dog's German shepherd training along more spartan lines.

...but without any positive results. When I'd begin her exercises, she'd simply lie on her back and play dead like some over­turned spider or beetle. There was just no way of handling her. Should I get the least bit rough with her, she'd raise a yelp three times above any necessary volume. To my neighbours I must have been the worst of sadists.
At that point I changed my plans. This bitch had an awfully big head. Perhaps she really could possess intelligence. Maybe she was the forerunner of some future breed, the product of mutation perhaps? How would it be to train her to become a wonder-dog? Perhaps a circus would buy her for a large sum of money; my wife to whom money is everything would gladly let the animal go...besides getting some money, I could finally get rid of that dog...two birds with one stone, you might say.

I made a quick break with past methods, and embarked on training that would integrate the dog's life into that of humans as much as possible. My wife too became interested in this effort, and I enlisted her wholehearted cooperation. The dog too came to have a pleasant disposition, and fawned for affection with three times the usual fervor. But she progressed and came to resemble people to an uncanny degree. She learned to blow her nose using a paper napkin, to smoke cigarettes, even to spit with a masterfully sullen air, then finally to nod and shake her head. It was laughter that she could not manage to learn. It was after all too much to expect of her to comprehend the psychology of laughter.

The picture I entered in the group exhibition this fall was a portrait of the dog trying desperately to laugh. Her expression was rather funny, so I fell to thinking that I should paint it; almost as if she were a canine Mona Lisa, you might say. This is off the subject but I thought I'd tell you after I began living together with
my wife, I completely lost all interest in abstracts. I admit, you were right about me. I seem to have become entirely a realist.

Then, just at the very moment I had finished painting that picture, something frightening happened. My wife was out of the room, doing the laundry in the kitchen. The dog was on top of the bed, on the point of leisurely biting into a jam sandwich though both my wife and I were putting up with having to skip a meal. I put my brush aside and felt relieved. I ordered the animal to laugh so as to make a last comparison between the canvas and the model. To my surprise she really grinned. "Well, I'll be," I mumbled to myself unintentionally, "she's finally laughed. Must be in a good mood."

To which she answered, like someone moaning "You're in a good mood yourself, aren't you?"

It was a little muffled but you could pick out the words easily. I was frightened out of my wits. My legs gave way and I sat down quite naturally. I attempted to make a reply but the lump in my stomach would not turn into speech. I heard the sounds of my wife's footsteps. Gathering all my bodily strength, I barely managed to say to the dog, "I beg you please don't speak to my wife. She'd get a heart attack and die on the spot if you spoke up all of a sudden. It's not so bad with me, but please keep quiet in front of her." The dog gave a magnanimous nod with the tip of her nose.

It's frightening enough to think that a dog too can come to speak human words. That night the dog waited for my wife to go to
sleep. Here are the words the dog whispered into my ears: "You know, dogs aren't half as stupid as you think. They have brains enough to know just what humans are thinking. You thought you had me pretty well fooled, however, I have a splendid set of teeth. Mind you they're not very good for skinning humans. No, the secret of my success is my ability to appear to be fawning for affection. But whenever I do that, it's only for a purpose and it's the same thing with pretending to put my tail between my legs. I had calculated it all beforehand. You better treat me well or I can be pretty mean. 'Cause you know you haven't got what it takes to keep me tied up."

(I bet you haven't even thought of dogs talking in this manner.)

Well, about ten days ago the programme for the fall exhibition came in the mail. My wife browsed through it, then suddenly raising her head she started coming at me: "Is this supposed to be my portrait! Well I should think that the greenest student could do a better job! Then from that mouth of hers which until then I had known only as the source of the most common platitudes, she emitted one after another a series of very rare expressions some of which I hadn't even heard until then. It all made me cringe so much that I couldn't even argue back. By some mistake "A Portrait of my Wife; by S___" had been printed on the programme. The next morning, my wife was gone.

I tied the dog to the bedframe and gagged her mouth. She was showing her true self now. She was going wild and she bit me on both arms and legs. Nevertheless, at this point, I the human, am still the
stronger. The dog cannot stand erect and has difficulty supporting the weight of her head. Furthermore, an unfortunate thing at that, she has a decisive disadvantage in that she cannot use her fingers. But her last words before I stuffed the gags in her mouth were: "Don't be so proud! Those who are not masters will lose in the end!

I fought with the dog. I shall continue to fight with her from now on as well. As for the ruin of my marriage, well it's just too bad, but I feel no remorse whatsoever. I knew my wife's baseness without your having to tell me. I knew it more than anyone else. Though we lived together only for a short period, the whole affair was a series of hopelessly painful events. When we were eating, she wouldn't feel at ease unless she sniffed her food before putting it in her mouth. The food wouldn't taste good unless she put it in just when all her saliva was flowing. Then she would chomp on it as loud as she could. She just couldn't relax without scratching some part of her body, and she always had her backscratcher with her. She really went in for rings too, wearing three on each hand and changing them at least once a day. And of course she liked any man that would pet her....

Despite all this I shall wait. I shall wait continuing to fight the dog. While I'm waiting, could you do me a favour and somehow get me a job illustrating books or something?

Even now that dog is making terrible eyes at me. She is smart and maybe one day she'll find out how to untie the rope. Besides
both she and I are on the verge of starvation. I suppose you should have no difficulty understanding what that means. I'm asking you. Please lend me a hand. Even at this moment I feel I'm fighting for humanity.
THE DREAM SOLDIER

On a day so cold that dreams froze
I had a frightening dream.
In the afternoon
The dream put on my cap and left.
And I did the latch on my door.

This story took place about fifteen years ago. Despite the fact that truth has no time, time is the one thing this story desperately needs. That of course may be a reason to believe that there is no truth to the story.

The village, tucked away in the mountains, located on a prefectural border, was since the night before entirely engulfed in a snowstorm. There was agony in the howling of the wind. A company of soldiers who from early morning had been engaged in cold endurance exercises had made their way from the town over the hills. Dragging their large straw shoes in the deep snow to the tune of a military song, they crossed the village with unsteady steps, only to disappear like shadows into the snowstorm.

The wind died down at nightfall. In the police station at the entrance of the village a solitary old police officer was leisurely peeling potatoes while warming the soles of his feet by the heat of a red hot stove. The radio was on, blaring something that he wasn't listening to. He was immersed in a succession of sweet daydreams.

"There's a thing or two I know about this village. I know
tone of voice. But his expression abruptly turned to fright and the finger with which he held the potato trembled.

After leaving the village, the soldiers continued to march straight towards the mountains. Along the way, they passed through many steep inclines, valleys, and forests, practising their high terrain maneuvers. It was well after three by the time they arrived to the last mountain ridge. The wind was raging with yet greater intensity. Despite the fact that the soldiers had difficulty even to breathe, they were ordered to return double quick on nothing but their empty stomachs. Although they knew that stiff punishment awaited them, six soldiers dropped out of ranks. As this was a special exercise to test the effects of exposure to hunger, cold, and fatigue, it was expected that some would fall out of ranks, and for that reason there was a corps of medics following from behind. Upon returning to base, however, it was discovered that the medics only picked up five stragglers. One of the soldiers, it seems, had disappeared for good.

The soldier is starving. He'll have to call at the village. But should he slip up and be seen in those clothes he might not stop at violence.

The old policeman put down the receiver, drew up his shoulders, and slowly returned to his place near the stove. He took a noisy breath through his nose. For a while he just scratched the top of his balding head. He raised his eyes to look at the clock. It was seven thirty. He didn't want to move. It was too cold outside. Besides it
isn't clearly a case of desertion yet. At any rate an awful snowstorm was raging. Could it not simply be that he became separated from his companions and lost his way? It'd be a fool who'd want to desert in the midst of snow like this. He'd leave tracks in the snow and they'd surely catch him. He must've just lost his way. By now he must be feeling pretty cold.... To be sure, should the wind keep on blowing, the snow might be safer. The wind hides footprints. Or he may have planned on that. It could have been a premeditated crime? For all that, the wind has died down completely. He may have clean fallen into some trap. I guess there's just no successful precedent for crime.... I've received a report. But that doesn't mean I've received an order. Anyway, this fellow is under MP jurisdiction, so he's none of my business. Deserters, compared to escaped convicts, are still, just well intentioned cowards. Leave him alone, leave him alone. No good has ever come from butting into other people's affairs. Besides I've never heard of a deserter that's made it yet.

He thought he heard a light tapping on the front door. He quickly turned around. He tried straining his ears for a while but he heard no noise. Surely he must have been hearing things. However for some reason he began to feel uncertain about things. It wasn't any usual uncertainty either, rather a feeling so close to fear that he could not explain it to himself. Of course his fear was in no way directed towards the deserter.

Hatred did not abruptly well up within him regarding criminals.
And because he did not feel this hatred he realized the existence of
something which ordered him to hate. This was something he had not
been aware of until now, having been in the secure position of a
pursuer. It is only now that he has come to peer into the hell that
separates the pursuer and the pursued. He stood up. Stricken with
pangs of conscience, he tried shouting, "I won't allow it!" Such
shouting has never quelled uncertainty. Moreover this feeling of
uncertainty was still only that very tiny inner feeling, because from
the outside there came a much greater feeling of fear to overwhelm him.
The inner feeling was after all, the uncertainty of being an accom­
plice. It was a fear that everyone in the village might have felt.
But the reason he could not flee from the uneasiness lay in the outer
feeling. He thought to himself, "Well I guess I too am getting old."
Indignation welled up within him, "When the time comes to settle the
matter, it'll be settled. It's not just a matter of me myself alone
bearing all the responsibility." The back of his throat had a
strange wet feel to it. He cut off the air that was going to the stove,
put on his sword, turned up the collar of his overcoat, and went outside.

The snow was light. It rustled, releasing a pleasant crunch
at each step. It's easy to recognize foot prints, but it's impossible
to tell whether they were made by shoes. Immediately upon rounding
the corner on which the fish-market stood, he reached the mayor's
house. It was the only house in the village equipped with a Western
style window. A bright lamp was burning in it, and someone's heavy
laughter spilled onto the street. As usual it must have been the head priest's voice. Instead of going around the back way as he ordinarily might have done, he boldly pulled open the front door.

The atmosphere in the room stiffened as if everyone had been startled. The mayor's dull voice trembled above the sound of chinaware being hurriedly put away: "Who is it? At this hour."

Little too early for fright. The policeman just cleared his throat and purposely refrained from answering. The shōji screen opened revealing the assistant mayor's face. "Well well now, if it isn't the resident officer?"

"Come right in, come right up," said the head priest leaning forward. The shōji slid right open. All three smelled of sake.

"Something awful has happened," the policeman began saying.

"What is it? But save your breath, just step right in and close the screen and have a drink."

"Some soldier's run away from Mount Kita," the officer continued.

"A deserter?" the head priest peered over the edge of his glasses and swallowed the lump in his throat. "If he be coming from Mount Kita, then no matter what route he takes, he's got to pass this way."

"That's the message I got...and it seems he's aiming at this village."

"Aiming at?" the mayor slid a finger along the ridge of his
nose in a somewhat annoyed fashion.

"Yes, and they say he's damn hungry," the officer added.

"That means we're in a bad way."

"Why?" the assistant cut off the mayor in a spirited manner. "Deserters are generally traitors aren't they? And probably cowards to boot. What's wrong with going up the mountain, hunting him down and catching him?"

"Hold it a minute! He does have a gun. What's more he's hungry, and he might be pretty desperate."

"In China," the mayor sighed, "no matter where you go, they got castle walls separating one village from another."

"They're not castle walls," the assistant mayor retorted. "Nope, those aren't castle walls."

"Those are ordinary mud walls."

"Yup, just mud walls, that's all."

Suddenly, they all heard a sound, as of a chain grating. Instinctively, they all turned towards the noise. It was the wall clock just on the verge of striking eight. The head priest impatiently resumed his previous position. "Well then, what are we going to do?"

"Like I said, catch the fellow and make mincemeat out of him!"

There was a good explanation why only the assistant mayor carried on in such a bragging manner. In all the village he was the only man in his thirties who was still not in the army. Even so, compared to his previous outburst, his tone of voice had weakened considerably.
Not wishing to dampen anyone's spirits, the policeman nodded and said, "Yes, by all means, after all the fellow's a treacherous dog. But then again...." he lowered his voice and tilted his head to one side, "he does have a gun, and you never can tell what may happen with a hunted down, starving traitor that's got a gun."

"Yes, it's like putting your head in the lion's mouth."
That was the head priest speaking with his hands toward the assistant and peering at the policeman's face. "What do you think we should do?"

"What should we do, you say? Well that's..." the mayor leisurely let the words slip while holding his nose. "You sure this deserter isn't a fellow from our village?"

"He can't be," the assistant's jaw dropped. "No, a fellow like that's gotta come from some warm, comfortable place," he said in a loud, earnest voice.

"But then why did he decide to desert here, in such a cold climate?"

"Well for the life of me...anyway he won't get away with it...feel sorry for his parents."

"Mind you, I heard a story about a widow in some village, and she hid a deserter in her loft for over two months."

"That's an old story! No traitors like that around nowadays."

"Yes, that's right."

"Look at them, all with their hearts in their mouths," the policeman thought to himself. "But I guess anyone else would be
frightened under the circumstances. They're afraid of being connected with a criminal. Should anyone find out though, it'll be impossible to cover things up without dirtying my hands. If I stopped my ears, the hand that plugged the ear will hear the fellow's cries for help. Plugging the ears itself is a sign that one is already an accomplice... that is to say, these people are completely in cahoots with each other."

"Well, if you'd like to know my opinion..." he said expressionlessly, sucking air noisily up his nose. "I think we should let everyone in the village know by means of an extraordinary circular or some such thing, that as there is a deserter approaching the village, all doors should be securely fastened, no one should even step outside, that just like during air raid warnings, no light should be allowed to escape through cracks, and that should anyone ask them anything, they are not to answer. Engaging in conversation, means getting involved. For example, at first he asks for water. 'Well, if it's only a little thing like that,' and the fellow gives him water. But next it's food, and if the fellow gives him food, next he'll be wanting a change of clothing, and after clothes, it's money. And what's he going to ask for next? He's been completely taken care of, but it's no good cause someone can now recognize his face so finally, at the end it's 'Bang!'"

All three held their breaths waiting for the officer's next words, but as there was no indication that the speech would continue, the mayor asked quietly, "And that's it is it?"

"After that, I suppose the MP's would come in...."
The head priest, stretching himself said as if the whole thing sounded very unpleasant to him, "It's kinda far to my place, so I better be going."

As the mayor started hurriedly to phone the militia guard room, the assistant mayor followed the priest and left his seat. "Guess that fellow'll be starting to wander around the village any minute now."

It took less than an hour for the message to permeate the length and breadth of the village. As if a typhoon warning had been announced, every house had its shutters barred, all the weak spots had been boarded up. There were some who even prepared bamboo spears or hatchets by their places of rest. After ten o'clock, the whole village with the exception of the police station, sank into total darkness. An animal-like fear enveloped the place.

Despite their fear though, most families, gradually went to sleep. Only the old policeman, as if waiting for something, stayed up all night continuing to strain his ears for sounds outside. Of course, the villagers, behind thier boards and shutters had no way of knowing....

The next morning, just as dawn was beginning to break, from beyond the hills to the south, there came the shrill sound of a train whistle continuing to blow in rapid succession for a long time. The foreboding cry streamed unmercifully into the village beneath the low clouds. Most of the people woke to its sound. The people who under-
stood its meaning quickly opened their shutters.

The policeman, his eyes bloodshot for lack of sleep, gazed through the south-facing windows towards the hills. His eyes could clearly see the single straight, gray line, which extended beyond the hills. The whistle stopped blowing. In a while the assistant mayor, carrying a pair of skis, appeared accompanied by two men. “It seems somebody’s thrown himself in front of the train again. I think I’ll go and take a look. It might’ve been that traitor. Want to come along?”

“No, I better stay. Could get a call from town.”

In no time the three skiers came upon the gray line that extends beyond the hills. Nodding at each other, they begin to follow its path. The old policeman finally left the window and crouched in front of the fire.

When the assistant mayor returned he found the policeman dozing in the same position. The assistant tried waiting silently until the old man woke up. He gave up after the policeman didn’t open his eyes for a very long time. But, just when he was about to give up, the old man opened his eyes and asked in a whisper, “Well…Did you get a look?”

“Yes, I sure did.”

“Well, then you....”

“You must have known all along?”

“Yes, I knew.”
"Then was it you that made him do it?"

"Well, you see...I, now, you know just how ashamed I am...he didn't have to do it so close to the village. It must have been out of spite towards me...I can't think of a fellow like that as my son...but you might do me a favour and keep quiet about this."

"But the two fellows I went with, they already know."

"I suppose you're right."

"His body wasn't badly deformed or anything. His gun was lying right beside him. They'd covered him with a branch."

"Well..."

"By the way, hadn't we better erase the foot prints under your window?"

"I suppose you're right."

Ten days thereafter, the old policeman left the village, dragging a small trailer behind him.

On a day so hot that dreams melted
I had a strange dream.
In the afternoon
Only my cap returned.
...I just gotta win see...cause it's win or lose and I'm not taking any chances just to lose...

Hey, this milk's left over from yesterday! It's gone bad. Can't help that. No matter if I put it in the fridge, it still goes bad. I guess it's cause the milk's alive. See. It's alive. Yeah, really, it's like a living thing y'know. And because it's alive it just eats itself up. It completely loses its food value. Now this here's a mess all right...and like they even stamped the date on it, right on the lid. It's not just for show, y'know, after all the expense they went to, printing the date on the package. "Please consume contents within 24 hrs of purchase" get it?

Wow, that new punching ball they got, the red one...that's got a real good punch y'know...like one, two, one, two, one two. I think I'm pretty sensitive when it comes to sounds. I react to them real well. Like when I'm in the ring I can tell just what condition I'm in from the kind of sound the rosin makes on my soles. Once in the middle of a match I got into a real fit and I kept going back and forth to my corner to put some more rosin on my shoes. I guess they kind of laughed at me for that.

Oh, hello...Mr. Kimura, I was in good shape yesterday...yeah, in real good shape. There was a real good looker too, cheering me
from the ringside. Looked like she was saying: "Gee I like that guy," 'n' things like that. Really got fed up with myself...I guess I just gotta win...

My diet's begun to tell on me lately. I wake up in the middle of the night and find I've been dreaming about rice balls. Worse than that, I fight too many matches. It's no good, fighting too many. You size the guy up like someone you can handle and it turns out you were too kind on him.

But then if you don't get any matches, next time you can't even get into the training sessions. But if I go on like this, in no time I'll drop out. No kidding. I'll drop out in no time. I better take quality over quantity...choose only good matches...but no, I guess that's just asking for too much.

The other day, darnitall, I went so far as to weigh myself in...and then the guy doesn't show up...I could've cried...after going to all the trouble of losing weight and all...I got the money all right. It costs some money to get yourself as far as the scales. But doesn't the whole thing just burn you up. If it wasn't for my boxing, I'd be just in that time of life when I can really enjoy food. No one'd raise hell just on account of a few pounds here or there. I guess when I got started though, I didn't have any trouble at all. It's just that I'd work out more than other people, so although I'd eat just a little, it'd turn into fat right away.

It's no fun when they keep on reminding you about your weight.
I started boxing cause I got fed up with having my life laid out for
me, but this boxing's just the other way around. That's why I get
depressed. But, I mean, I could never commit suicide, no never. It's
only guys with brains that do that sort of thing. No, I wouldn't
go in for that, not at all.

Hey you really got scalped didn'tcha?...your hair, I mean...
it's a good idea to go to the barber before a match. 'Cause y'know if
you have hair coming out all over the place, you look twice as bad
when you lose.

One, two, one, two, one, two, one, two, one, two, one, two.
Hey, today I'm in pretty good shape, man.

Uh, hey, uh, Mr. Kimura, you know, the other day I drew
my fortune. And what should come out but "Windfall." You know it's
those pieces of paper you get with the packs of peanuts. You put
in 10 yen and you push the lever. Well, I thought that's that, but
then I get another. I thought it was kinda strange but the next one
says "Windfall" too. Like the whole thing really floored me, cause
it was really strange, I thought...but with the next one...put in
another coin, I get the same thing. Really it was all pretty amazing
y'know. I didn't know such things could happen. Y'know I got this
busted hand, but I thought with luck like this, what the hell, why
not ask the boss to line up a match for me anyway. I'd have no
excuse losing with luck like that...

Okay, let's go, sparring
One, two, keep it up
With your right, one, two,
Okay, jab now, jab, jab, jab,
Upper straight
Three to the right, one two, three,
Right upper.
Hey, what's that noise?...oh yeeah, probably the downstairs door...even the door's made of iron around here..."thrrrump," I can hear it close in my stomach.

Something's the matter with me today. I just can't keep track of anything. Any of you guys got an extra towel? Towel, yeah, I forgot mine. I think, maybe I'm going off the deep end.

They told me that seeing as how it was before a match I didn't have to do any roadwork. So what do I do come 5 a.m....I fly out of bed like a stupid fool.... They said no need to worry about weight either, and I did intend to get a good night's sleep...that's why last night, before going to bed, I listened to some music, cause I thought I'd get some sleep...Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto...good, isn't it, that kind of music...Swan Lake too, really effective I mean.... I like jazz more, but jazz's no good if you want to go to sleep, y'know.

I don't quite know how to put it, what's really awful is getting up early. Really awful...no matter how people say roadwork's tough, I think running is a whole lot easier than getting up...when you
get up, change your clothes...there's not an awful lot you can do about it...sleepy, cold, thinking the sooner summer comes the better...that's all you ever...it really gets you down, like.

Of course saying such things doesn't help one bit. I'm doing it cause I like it, and even when I think I hate it deep down I really like it. Would I let myself get pounded like that, and still go back again for more if I really hated it deep down? It's got its good points though. First, you always know where you stand, see? It's either black or white, and that way life has a kind of certainty about it.

Jab, jab, jab, jab!

I guess it's the jab that's causing all the trouble. If only I could get that jab coming I'd feel relaxed. I'm confident about my straight punches. The thing is to keep the other guy in check with the jabs.

Jab, jab, jab, jab.

Upper straight

What's the time?

It'll soon be time for the match...dammit...I feel awful...oh, yeah, I almost forgot, I bought some red socks. Red is supposed to be lucky, that is, for people born in August, and I guess that's me...they do say that about red...for people born in August. So I bought them, the socks...What?...you mean it's white?... Really? But not for people born in August?...awful isn't it?...Mr. Kimura likes to make fun of
people like that. Strange though...it's different for different people, isn't it...red socks are no good then?

But I'm in good shape at least. I've been pretty lucky these days. I had a row of "Windfall's for my fortune didn't I? And I sleep like a log at night. The other day when I was getting a massage it hurt so much I felt like my muscles had rotted away or something, but after a good night's sleep, suddenly I felt fine. I guess it's all on account of experience. Hey, even when I try shadow-boxing like this, my hand feels real light...I'm sure to win, I am...as for my hand, you know when I get inside that ring there won't be a thing wrong with it.

I've just gotta win, there's no two ways about it...if I lose this time, I'll lose my rank...

ROUND 1

It's all right! When I hear the sound of the whistle close to my ears...it's just a sign that I'm relaxed...the rosin on my shoes makes a nice sound too. I'll win all right...cause I've lost four times in a row now...I've strained myself...fighting like this when my hand hurts...yeah I'm overdoing it.... A boxer's body is his investment and you can't overstrain it, but I guess I've been told often enough to know better, it's just that I'm too impatient...even though I'm rested now, I think I'll lose my place anyway...and if I should do that, it'll be the end for me...once you lose ground you can't fight your way back up too easily...it's really hard...cause the competition is tough....
A straight punch and then an upper
Get in the middle, in the middle
Watcha doin' Hit'm
Yeah that's it
Footwork, do your footwork
Okay uppers, one two
I understand...shut up you guys...after all I've been around here long enough to know what to do....

From tenth place to ninth...then from ninth to eighth...eighth to seventh...seventh to sixth...each time you go up the ranks you have to beat five opponents...the coach put it that way...so a champion amounts to ten times five, that is, fifty defeated boxers...well it'd be nice if I could get far enough to be a champion, but I guess I can't. I suppose I'll belong to the defeated fifty...it's either one or the other, being a champion, or one of the defeated fifty...I think about that, sometimes...from seventh place to eighth...from eighth to ninth and from ninth to tenth...pretty awful isn't it?...like the only reason I'm boxing is so I can help some other guy to climb up the ranks...why is it like this...maybe I'm a hopeless case after all...

(GONG)

Okay, deep breath

Hey man, look at that body, pretty good eh?

Now, don't stop after just one and two
One two three four
Put all you've got into it and keep going, got it?
Keep it up and up is where you'll go
Don't take any jabs now see
Wave your arms around
Give him the slip, duck now
Get in the middle there
One two three four
Give'm a pounding and you'll go up

(ROUND 2)

...Y'know, I think I really am lucky. The last time when I changed jobs, yeah, that musta been February 18... What's more I got to work sharp at eight that day...then to top it all, this is the 38th year of Shōwa...well now that makes three eights one after another. And the character eight sort of fans out at the bottom and that's really lucky. I think I have a promoting future after all.

I've gotta win...cause if I lose this time I'll lose my place...

To the right, to the right, round to his right
C'mon, a straight one now
Get a move on
Hit to the right, up front
Right right right right
Keep going around him, body punches
All right, that's a good boy

Okay you're winning

Y'know I put down everything I do each day in a notebook... like what I did that day...every day...yeah, really, and I haven't missed a day yet...at first I write down the date, then the number of hours I slept, the time I got up, then the time I spent on road-work, roughly the distance I ran, what condition I was in...and then, oh yeah, what I drank before breakfast...green tea, or juice, or milk... the kind and quantity of foods...and after meals, if I had anything to drink...and then the time I left for work, and if I had a snack, I put that down, and whatever I drank after...and when I really felt worn out and took a nap I put that down and of course whatever I ate after that...well, this was until I got into training...

Then the time I left work and arrived to the gym...I took my weight, and wrote that down...next something about shadow boxing... then sparring...without fail I put down my partner's name...then the punching bag...when I finished with the punching bag I went back to shadow boxing...trying to remember the number of times, of course... same with the punching ball, how many times I hit it...then I wrote down the number of rope skips and pushups and situps, and other exercises...and then, after that, oh yeah, baths and showers...then at the end I took my weight again, the time I left the gym...then liquids, supper and beverages again...if I had a snack before I went to sleep, I honestly put that down...when I went to bed...whether I
got a massage or not what sort of vitamins I took...then after that, some general remarks...

I write this down every day...no kidding every day...keeping my purpose in mind...because after all this sort of thing isn't for everyone...y'know like a match begins long before it really begins...every day is a match...I guess you have to go to this much trouble if you're going to outdo someone by yourself...

Whether I win or lose right now...it's because I came this far in this strict fashion...

(GONG)

You landed that jab real well eh
Better than the first round
If you land a jab, then you can hit:
Understand?
Now, deep breath one two three
Okay
Got what I said?
Dya understand?!
No good! You keep coming from the left!
From the right! the right! see?
You have a big swing cause you go from the left
Bad form, really
Right, inside
Outside's no good
Circle round the right and inside, see?
(ROUND 3)

Yeah, Yeah, to the right, the right
Yeah, an upper
Land a jab now, jab
Come on
Not so wide
Hey, too big
Big, Big, still big
Now from the right and inside
Don't overdo it now, don't strain yourself
Lightly on the left
Now get close to his body

Goddammit! When you start going down, it's really fast...

there was a time when I had as many as thirty people backing me, it's
dwindled down to seven now...I feel ashamed even going to the company...
"It is our most sincere desire that you be crowned with victory for your
earnest efforts"...those people don't know how I feel...like it or not
fifty people get defeated...but if it weren't for those fifty, there'd
be no champion...maybe it is us that should be getting the thanks...
they're making a fool of me as it is...

Somehow, my hands are getting awfully heavy, and that won't
do, not at all. Man, I feel like I've got no defences...It really hurt
that day, when I got the massage...my muscles really felt like they were
rotting...really...I guess I'm just no good any more...man this is awful,
I've never fought a guy with a punch as strong as...unlesss I do some fast footwork it's gonna hurt bad...Suppose he punches me up so bad that my tongue swells. I won't even be able to go out and work...

...When you really start going down, in this line of work, wow! you go down quick...it's like descending with a torn parachute...whether you hang on just for sake of a clear conscience, or you let go, basically it amounts to the same thing...what about champions? you say...what the hell you think, champions go down real fast man...they go down faster than anyone else...the steepest cliff is one the other side of the champion...the only difference I guess, is which side you fall from, this side or the other side...cause either way you're going to fall, you know...damn awful just thinking about it...

(ROUND 4, 2MIN. 16SEC.)

...Wow, where am I? Have I been sleeping? Feels like the bottom of a river. There're fish swimming above my face...

Four? Did he say four?...I hope he didn't expect me to hear that; he's got an awfully weak voice...Could it be that I'm down...maybe that's what it is...cause it's sure difficult breathing...my chest's gone bad too. I get it now...this is the smell of the mat...never mind, it's still okay...he said four didn't he...there should still be another six seconds...

I've been overdoing things, I guess, just piling one thing on another...one thing about a downhill boxer; he's always in demand...he's a good stepping stone for anyone wanting to go up...there's not
an awful lot you can do about it cause you keep on getting more and more challenges...the time I was on my way up, I guess I was also on the look-out for guys like that...what about that guy...what the hell was his name...the guy who let me fight him the first time I got a place in the ranks...I haven't seen him once since then...wonder if he's quit...

Well, I suppose it's time I got up...

Naw! not just now, how about after I've rested a little more. Did he say four? I can do it comfortably in six seconds. If I wanted to, I could get up right now. Let's see, first I'd raise the rest of myself on my right elbow. Having done that I'd pull my right leg up and then move my weight onto my left knee. And that would just about do it, wouldn't it?

Beautiful, isn't it...the blue sky, I mean, really, the sky is blue y'know...but why can I see the sky?...Is there a crack in the ceiling someplace?...Stupid isn't it? I mean thinking about the ceiling is kinda stupid...doesn't matter, that sort of thing has nothing to do with me anyway....

All right, I'll get up. I'll try and aim for that spot above his left eye and meanwhile I'll avoid him with some footwork. It looks like he's got a scar around there. To think I was knocked down so quick, right after we'd gotten into the fourth round...your whole career can change...if you get knocked down just once...my career...it doesn't matter...watch this, I'll give him such a jab he won't be able to move a muscle...okay I'll get up right now!
Raise the rest of myself on my right elbow...pull up my right leg...then firmly rest my weight on my left knee....

This is weird...I seem to have become two people...am I standing up like this?

What about the ring? where's it gone to?...all this noise...it's so noisy I don't know what's what any more.

Okay, Yeah man! I gotcha all right...

I guess my brand new red socks did nothing. I'm through...yeah, there's no crying over it now...there's no two ways about it, cause either way leads to a dead end...four years and six months is it?...and I'm right back where I started...that's okay though, cause when I get home I'll have a real good meal...I'll forget about by notebook and eat as much as I bloody well please...I'll smoke, and drink too...and I'll put away a whole package of that sweet yōkan...

I'll make up for every single past failure...I've had to do without a lot these past years....

Ooh! my head's begun to ache! Oh no, it hurts so bad I won't be able to go to sleep for another three days...painful as hell...feels like I'll explode...Do something, somebody, please anything!...
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[한글 텍스트]

[한글 텍스트]
「いまや、私は彼女を追い求めている。」
「でも、彼女はまだ私を愛していない。」
「それでも、私は愛してあげたい。」

「ええ、愛してください。」
「でも、彼女はまだ私を愛していない。」
「でも、私は愛してあげたい。」

「それはなぜですか？」
「私は彼女を愛してあげたいから。」

「話しを聞いて、あなたが彼女を愛していることが分かった。」

「ええ、愛してください。」
「でも、彼女はまだ私を愛していない。」

「それでも、私は愛してあげたい。」

「それはなぜですか？」
「私は彼女を愛してあげたいから。」
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의자에 앉아서 허리와 목부위를 살펴보면, 허리와 목부위가 각각 어느 정도로 떨어져 있는지 확인할 수 있습니다. 목동공간이 제한되어 있는 경우, 목과 허리의 위치가 조정되어 있습니다.

목동공간을 조정하기 위해서는 다음과 같은 방법을 사용할 수 있습니다:

1. 목의 위치를 조정하여 허리와 목부위가 가능한 한 가까워질 수 있도록 합니다.
2. 허리와 목부위의 균형을 유지하여, 허리와 목부위가 각각 어느 정도로 떨어져 있는지 확인할 수 있습니다.

이러한 조정 과정을 통해, 허리와 목부위가 각각 어느 정도로 떨어져 있는지 확인할 수 있습니다.
ぼくは犬というやつが大きかった。見ているだけで胸がわるくなる。それでもぼくは結婚したい。犬と結婚とが、おのおずか別問題であるとくら。重々承知のことだ。もちろん、重要なのは犬のことをあえて、結婚のことなんかではいい。しかし、それ以上に、飼い主というやつはもっと不愉快な存在だ。もちろん、使った使う上の目的だということは生きている場合にこそか。だからといって取捨がないとくら。いわき目がふれなわけにはいかなかったのさ。彼女は年が早いときでも研究所の中をとろうとしていた。それが、きまって、人目の少ない便所の前だとか、廊下の曲り角などで、研究者にすれちがう。ネズミを追い、彼女は、だめだよと破滅ものをつくる。ぼくは、むしろ学者だった。学者に言わせると、これは物質の物化、つまり物がモデル化するための目的的な調査の一つというとぼくは違うと思う。あれは物質の物化じゃないかだ。
다음은 약식 반사 활성성 분류에 관한 몇 가지 예시입니다. 약식 반사의 활성성은 약식 반사가 성장하는 환경에 따라 달라질 수 있습니다. 예를 들어, 약식 반사의 활성성은 다음과 같이 분류할 수 있습니다.

1. 약식 반사의 평균 활성성
2. 약식 반사의 최대 활성성
3. 약식 반사의 최소 활성성

이러한 활성성은 약식 반사의 성장 환경을 통해 미세 조절이 가능합니다. 또한 약식 반사의 성장 환경에 따라 약식 반사의 활성성이 상승하거나 하락할 수 있습니다.

약식 반사의 활성성은 약식 반사의 성장 환경과 관련이 있으며, 이는 약식 반사의 성장 환경에 따라 달라질 수 있습니다. 예를 들어, 약식 반사의 성장 환경에 따라 약식 반사의 활성성이 상승하거나 하락할 수 있습니다.

약식 반사의 활성성은 약식 반사의 성장 환경에 따라 달라질 수 있습니다. 예를 들어, 약식 반사의 성장 환경에 따라 약식 반사의 활성성이 상승하거나 하락할 수 있습니다.

약식 반사의 성장 환경과 관계없이 약식 반사의 활성성이 상승하거나 하락할 수 있습니다. 예를 들어, 약식 반사의 성장 환경에 따라 약식 반사의 활성성이 상승하거나 하락할 수 있습니다.
보조실내조명의 빛이 실패하급 높은 진조리용 빛이 진조리용 빛이 가능합니다. 진조리용 빛이 가능합니다.
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정확한 내용이 없습니다.
고양이의 능력과 스킬을 중심으로 이야기하고 싶어요. 고양이들은 인간과의 관계를 형성하기 위해 다양한 방법을 사용합니다. 첫째로, 고양이들은 자기 자신의 냄새를 방출함으로써 주변 환경으로 알려지게 됩니다. 고양이들의 냄새는 매우 특성화되어 있어, 다른 고양이들이 고양이를 알아볼 수 있도록 합니다. 둘째로, 고양이들은 주변 환경에 대한 이해도가 높음을 보여줍니다. 고양이들은 소리를 듣고 반응하는 능력이 뛰어나며, 다양한 소리에 작용하여 자신의 위치를 파악하고 타인과의 상호작용을 위해 노력합니다. 셋째로, 고양이들은 간단한 게임을 통해 인간과의 관계를 형성할 수 있습니다. 고양이들은 주로 화살을 던지거나, 다른 놀이와 같은 놀이를 즐기며, 인간과의 상호작용을 위해 노력합니다. 이러한 소통을 통해 고양이들은 인간에게 사랑과 애정을 보여주는 데에 매우 능동적입니다.
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문장 4

문장 5

문장 6

문장 7

문장 8

문장 9

문장 10

문장 11

문장 12

문장 13

문장 14

문장 15

문장 16

문장 17

문장 18

문장 19

문장 20

문장 21

문장 22

문장 23

문장 24

문장 25

문장 26

문장 27

문장 28

문장 29

문장 30

문장 31

문장 32

문장 33

문장 34

문장 35

문장 36

문장 37

문장 38

문장 39

문장 40
반감시의 결과가 어떻게 나타나는지에 대한 설명이 필요하다고 생각된다. 반감시는 일반적으로 산소와 하이드린의 반응으로 이루어지며, 이를 통해 수소가 생성된다. 이는 다음과 같은 방정식으로 나타낼 수 있다:

\[ 2H_2O \rightarrow 2H_2 + O_2 \]

수소가 생성되는 과정에서 발생하는 열량은 이온화의 에너지와 비교해도 훨씬 작다. 이는 에너지 관성으로 설명할 수 있다. 반감시의 열량은 일반적으로 237kJ/mole 정도이다.
<고전 역사로부터>

......와 같은 시점을 다루고 있다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......

......지난 시점의 변화는 이로워졌다. 이러한 시점의 변화는 이로울 뿐만 아니라 더 많은 내용을 포함한다고 생각된다......
아래의 산업 및 전문 분야의 다양한 시스템을 활용하여, 기술의 발전을 추적해 나가는 것이 중요하다. 

기술의 발전은 지속적으로 변화하면서도, 기존의 기술을 바탕으로 새로운 아이디어와 혁신을 창출하기 위한 노력이 필요하다. 

이러한 산업과 전문 분야의 시스템은 다양한 방향으로 발전하고 있으며, 이를 통해 기술의 발전과 혁신이 지속될 수 있도록 노력해야 한다.
The following chronological list of Abe's original works is abstracted from the *nempu* of a recent collection of the author's works:

Shinchō Sha ed., *Nempu, Abe Kōbō shu - shinchō nihon bungaku 46* [Time Line to Volume 46 of Shincho's Japanese Literature - Selected Works of Abe Kōbō], (Tokyo: Shinchō Sha, 1970) pp.578-584. Unlike in the text and notes, Chinese character equivalents will not be supplied for titles either in this list or in the bibliography. Those interested in the characters are referred to the above *nempu*. Works which have been consulted for this thesis are marked with an asterisk but only under their original dates of publication. The actual editions used are listed in the bibliography.

1946

*Nameless Poems*, (Abe published this anthology at his own expense; the work appeared in mimeographed form.)

1947

"The Road Sign at the End of the Street". *Kosei*.

"The Pasture". Sōgō Bunka


"Confessions of a Heretic". *Jigen*.

"Nameless in the Night". Sōgō Bunka.

"We View War: A Reaction to Despair", an essay. *Kindai Bungaku*.


"In the Hollow of a Certain Night". *Kindai Bungaku*.


"Falsehood". *Bungaku Kikan*. 
1948.
Owarishi michi no shirube ni, [The Road Sign at the End of the Street].
Mayoshimi Sha.

1949
"Hakumei no hōkō," [Twilight Wanderings]. Kosei.
"Ongaku to yoru e no sasoi," [An Invitation to the Night and Music].
Kindai Bungaku.
"Bungaku to jikan," [Time and Literature]. Kindai Bungaku.
"Oshimusume," [The Deaf Girl]. Kindai Bungaku.

1950

1951
Baberu no tō no tanuki," [The Badger of the Tower of Babel]. Ningen.
"Ueta hifu," [Starved Skin]. Bungakkai.
"Chinnyūsha," [The Intruders]. Shinchō.

1952
"Burūto no wana," [A Trap for Brutus]. Genzai.
"Yain no sōjō," [Disturbance in the Dead of Night], an essay. Kaizō.
"Isoppu no saiban," [Aesop's Trial]. Bungei.
Chinnyūsha, a collection of short stories. Mirai Sha.
Ueta hifu, a collection of short stories. Shoshi vuriika.

1953
"Rō2 gō no hatsumei," [The Discovery of R62]. Bungakkai.

1954
"Inu," [The Dog]. Kaizō.
"Henkei no kiroku," [Record of Changes]. Gunzō.
"Seifuku," [Uniforms], a play. Gunzō.
"Dorei kari," [Slave Hunting]. Bungei.
Kiga dōmei, [Starvation League]. Kōdan Sha.

1955
"Dorei kari," [Slave Hunting], part 2. Bungei.
"Dorei kari," [Slave Hunting], a play. Shin Nihon Bungaku.

1956
"Minniku shokuyō hantai chinjō dan to sannin no shinshitachi," [Three Gentlemen and the Committee Against Cannibalism]. Shin Nihon Bungaku.
"Tantei to kare," [He and the Agent].
"Kagi," [The Key]. Gunzō.
Rō2 go no hatsumei, a collection of short stories and a play. Yamauchi Shoten.

1957
"Yūwakusha," [The Seducer]. Šōgō.
"Te," [The House]. Bungakkai.
Tōō o iku: hangaria mondai no haikai, [Travelling through Eastern Europe: Background to the Hungarian Problem], a collection of essays. Kōdan Sha.
Kemonotachi wa kokyo o mezasu. [The Beasts Aim for Home]. Kōdan Sha.

1958
"Yūrei wa koko ni iru," [There is a Ghost Here], a play. Shingeki.
Sabakarera kiroku: eiga geijutsu ron, [A Judged Record: Ideas on Film Aesthetics]. Kōdan Sha.
1959
"Satsujin ga akuna no de wa nai," [It's not the Murderer that's Evil], an essay. Chūō Kōron.
"Mingen sokkuri," [Just Like a Human Being], a play for television. Gendai Geijutsu.
"Yūrei wa koko ni iru," a collection of plays. Shinchō Sha.
*Daiyonkan Hōki*, (Inter Ice Age 4, trans. by E. Dale Saunders). Kōdan Sha.

1960
"Eizō wa gengo no kabe o hakai suru," [Filmed Images Destroy the Wall of Language], an essay. Gunzō.
"Jiken no haikei, ichi - hachi no sujo sōdo ki," [A Record of the Movement at Bee's Nest Castle], an essay. Chūō Kōron.
"Nawa," [The Trap]; Gunzō.
"Chichindera Yapan," [Cicindela Japan], Bungakkai.
"Pengoku," [Hell], a play for television. Gendai Geijutsu.
"Ishi no me" [Eyes of Stone]. Shinchō Sha.

1961
"Tanin no shi," [Death of Another]. Gunzō.

1962
"Monro no gyakusetsu," [The Paradox of Monroe], an essay. Shinchō.
"Jōsai," [Fort]. Bungei.

1963
"Benki ni matagatta shisō," [Thoughts Astride a Toilet], an essay. Bungakkai.

1964
"Tanin no kao," [Face of Another], Gunzō.
*Mukankeina shi, [An Unrelated Death], a collection of short stories, Shinchō Sha.
Suichū toshi, a collection of short stories, Tōgen Sha.
1965
"Omae ni no tsumi ga aru," [Even You are Guilty], a collection of plays.
Gakushū Kenkyū Sha.

Enomoto Buyō, [Enomoto Buyō], Chūō Kōron Sha.
Sabaku no shisō, [Desert Thoughts], a collection of essays. Kōdan Sha.

1966
"Kābu no muko," [Beyond the Curve]. Chūō Kōron.

1967
"Toshi ni tsuite," [Concerning the City]. Shinchō.
"Dorei kari," rpt. in Shingeki.
Mingen sokkuri, a collection of works. Hayakawa Shobō.


1968
"Itansha no pasupōto," [Passport for a Heretic], an essay. Chūō Kōron.
"Uchinaru henkyō," [Inner Regions], an essay. Chūō Kōron.
Yume no tōbō, a collection of short stories, Tokuma Shoten.

1969
"Kaban," [The Briefcase], a play. Bungei.
"Bō ni natta otoko," [The Man who Became a Stick], a play, Bungakkai.
"Ne nashi kusa no hongaku," [Literature that is like Grass without Roots], an essay. Nami.
Bō ni natta otoko, a collection of plays. Shinchō Sha.
Kabe, a collection of short stories. Shinchō Bunko.
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